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The Cuda 12000 Platform: the best of the Carrier Class. There's one way to get the critics to agree. By 

working with them. That's how the Cuda 12000 was built. From the ground up in close consultation with cable 

operators. It's the only carrier-class IP routing platform with all the amenities for top revenue generation. 

Experience true Quality of Service with the industry's highest integration, reliability, and scalability. As the 

epitome of ingenuity, the Cuda 12000 provides unprecedented solutions for Open Access and IP Cable 

Telephony. It's just one more example of how ADC, The Broadband Company, is indispensable to your cable 

network. Contact: (US) 1.800.366.3891 x63000, (Worldwide) +1.952.946.3000, or www.adc.com/cable 

CONNECTIVITY / IP CABLE 1 DSL I OPTICS 1 SOFTWARE / SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 11 Broadband Delivered!' 
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THE ONLY TOOL BOX 
YOUR NETWORK WILL EVER NEED 

AA icromuse's Netcool Suite of software 

iVr tools is a carrier-class management solution 

that helps make sure your network is running 

smoothly and that your network services are 

always up. 

It gives your network operations team a com-

plete, scalable, out-of-the-box status monitoring 

solution.., providing a digital dashboard view into 

everything that's happening throughout your 

network's infrastructure. In realtime. 

Our fault-detecting Netcool software Probes & 

Monitors quickly find problems that may lead to 

trouble. They collect events from more than 300 

management environments and devices.., and 

consolidate them into one intuitive color-coded 

view. 

That's why Micromuse is #1 in realtime fault man-

agement and service assurance. 

The primary Netcool Suite applications tell you: 

What is the problem 2 
Netcool/OMNIbus and 

Netcool/ISMs 

Who is impacted by 
the problem 2 

Netcool/Impact 

Where is the problem ? 
Netcool/Precision 

Why did the problem occur. 
and how do I fix it ? 
Netcool/Visionary 

The Netcool Suite is the core network operation—'-----' 

tool set for the world's most successful Telecom-

munications, Internet, Wireless and Broadband 

service providers as well as global Enterprises.   

Micromuse's world-class service provider cus-

tomer base includes AT&T, BT, Cable & Wireless,  

Cellular One, Charles Schwab, Deutsche 

Telekom, Digex, EarthLink, ITCADeltaCom, MCI  

Worldcom, One2One, Verizon and X0 

Communications. 

For more information go to: 

or email: 

MICRN9mOL yse 
Realtime Uptime All the Time 
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By 2005, $20.4 billion in 

broadband voice and data services 

will be delivered over this: 

blvisionary 

Open your eyes to more revenue-generating services 

with DOCSIS compatible Terayon Advanced Physical Layer technology. 

Exploding demand for broadband services like peer-to-peer networking, online gaming, 
video conferencing and VolP is driving the need for better QoS, faster throughput and more 
efficient upstream capacity. Where existing solutions are too costly or time consuming, our 
unique Advanced PHY technology delivers at least 3x the upstream throughput over your 
existing infrastructure. That provides more bandwidth for revenue-generating services 
subscribers want today. You also get greater immunity to noise and interference for reliable 
communication under the most demanding conditions. For more information about Terayon 
Advanced PHY technology, visit www.terayon.com. And be a broadband visionary. 

TERAIDN' 

Accelerating The World Of Broadband. " 

*Source: The Cable TV Financial Databook," 2000, by Kagan World Media, a Media Central/Primedia Company. 02001 Terayon 
Communkation Systems, Inc. Terayon is a registered trademark and "Accelerating The World Of Broadband," the Terayon logo 
and "bi- are trademarks of Terayon Communication Systems, Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners 



REXPORTER 

A lime green envelope arrived in my 
mailbox this week. On its face it 
read in giant print, "Cut Your Ties 
to Cable TV" I opened it thinking it 
was junk mail from DishTV or one 
of the other satellite companies. It 
was from Sears! 

"Suppose everyone in 
cable decided to stop 
buying from Sears." 

Of course, it did announce that 
Sears had teamed up with Dish Net-
work "to bring you the latest in TV 
technology" But I thought the cable 
TV industry did that back in the 
1980s when we introduced program-
ming by satellite? 
1 wouldn't mind Sears getting into 

the business of satellite TV That's 
their prerogative. But I am more 
than a little disturbed when they 

Cut Your 
Ties to Sears? 

have mass mailings asking cable 
customers to discontinue their 
cable service. I take it personal be-
cause I have used Sears to furnish 
more than a dozen homes, includ-
ing mine and those of my relatives. 
As one of their earliest credit card 

customers, I've spent 
hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars for 
their sofas, stoves, re-
frigerators, washers 
and dryers. I don't re-

member them ever hesitating to accept 
my hard-earned money because it was 
from an industry such as cable televi-
sion. As a matter of fact, white-collar 
workers consider both cable TV and 
Sears hometown businesses. 
Greed does weird things to corpo-

rate thinkers, and apparently it af-
fects those at Sears. Sometimes they 
forget that millions of people work 
in the cable business. Every major 

city, suburb, smal 
has large number 
ployed by our in 
everyone involve 
to stop buying an 
After all, Sears is 
stop using our se 
jeopardize major 

get into the satelsomething they k 

nothing about? 
I am forwarding e 

National Cable & Telecommunica-
tions Association (NCTA), hoping 
they will meet with someone at Sears' 
headquarters and try to set them 
straight. In the leur, Sears touts their 
excellent customer service, but think 
how I feel after beirig a loyal Sears cus-
tomer for half a century and now 
Sears publicly denounces my industry. 
Cut my ties to the cable industry? At 
this point in my life, it's a much easier 
decision to cut my ties to Sears! CT 

town and village 
of people em-
stry. Suppose 
in cable decided 
thing from Sears. 
sking everyone to 
ce. Sears would 

business just to 
Litet TV business, 
ow absolutely 

letter on to the 

If we don't have 
exactly the cable marker 

you need... 

we'll make it for you! 
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We're not too big to make you one perfect prototype. 

Imagine developing your prototype on a dedicated line that 

duplicates future high-volume production. Where you can stop, 

make design improvements, and restart without a glitch. 

Hitachi Oklahoma Manufacturing Division (OMD) 

can make it happen. 

When your company is developing a high-quality product, 

our dedicated prototype line is far more cost-effective than working 

the bugs out in full production. Hitachi expertise is yours to tap, for 

help with pre-manufacturing, prototype development and 

manufacturing, production control and test engineering, even 

distribution. Best of all, when you get the green light, Hitachi 

horsepower can handle your highest volume on site, avoiding a 

risky move to an untested facility and team. 

Inventiveness, flexibility and creativity is what built our name. 

And what we bring to every project. To find out how we can knit 

together solutions to perfect your prototype, call us at (405) 360-5500. 

We'd like to custom-size a solution for you. 

Because big ideas start small. 
HITACHI 
inspire the Next 
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Get the inside scoop 
on your DOCSIS network. 

The Core0S - provisioning and management suite gives 

you the news from behind the scenes. Eliminate the 

guesswork, get the facts, and take control with 

Core0S - - the easiest and most powerful way to manage 

your DOCSIS network. 

Core0S - gives you the whole story, including: 

Upstream and Downstream Channel Utilization Graphs 

Signal-to-Noise Ratio Graphs 

Out-of-Spec Modem Reports 

Registered and Unregistered Device Statistics 

Extensive DOCSIS 1.0 CMTS Support 

Pinpoint the nodes and streets that are at capacity or 

underperforming so engineering and service can work 

proactively. Use Core0S - to easily split nodes, re-assign 

subscribers and IP addresses, and reduce load in high 

network traffic areas. 

Core0S - - because node news is good news. 

onow.s. 3 Stle.e 
i> mi.. -3 M. Tme 

Networks 

Direct: +1 902 468 6397 

Toll Free (NA): +1 866 855 2673 

info@CoreNetworks.com 

www.CoreNetworks.com 

CoreOSTM Broa • band ana • ement vstpir 
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PULSE 

Host-Based Modems 
Shift Landscape 
By Monta Monaco Hernon, 
Contributing Editor 

At the NCTA Cable 2001 show, 
Coresma, Inc., formerly NetGame, 
was armed with the reference design 
for a host-based internal cable 
modem, the CICM 6001RD-A. 
The CICM is based on the Coresma 

6100 MAC (media access control) 
chip which has a dual-pipeline con-
struction and four 32-bit reduced in-
struction set computing (RISC) 
processors that each operate at 100 
million instructions per second 
(MIPs). The chips are programmable. 
"You can actually write to 

the chip," says Mark Adams, 
Coresma's CEO. 
A software modifica-

tion could be done 
in three to five 
months, whereas 
changes to the 
firmware or 
hardware could 
take 12 to 18 
months, he ex-
plains. This includes switching to a 
different version of Data Over Cable 
Service Interface Specification 
(DOCSIS). 
Claiming to be physical layer (PHY)-

agnostic, Adams says Coresma wants 
to "offer host-based to as many semi-
conductor companies as possible." 
Host-based modems, because they 

feed off the memory and the central 
processing unit of a host, such as a 
personal computer, are expected to 
cost less than regular modems. 
Adams wouldn't comment specifi-

cally on what the price of the CICM 
will be, but says Coresma is trying to 
get it "way below" the $100 mark on 
launch for the end user. He is aiming 
for it to be a sub-$50 product within 
the next 12 to 18 months. 
Coresma changed its name from 

NetGame last October to reflect its 
evolution from an Internet gaming 
company to one that focuses on "sys-
tem-on-chip" technology. In another 
shift, Coresma has decided to sell not 
only to multiple system operators 
(MS0s) but also to original equip-
ment manufacturers (OEMs). 

"I don't think IMS0s] care much 
anymore about making small margins 
on cable modems," Adams says. 

Keith Kennebeck, an analyst with 
the Strategis Group agrees that the 
concept of a host-based modem 
should be attractive to MS0s. 
"The main advantage of (computer 

controlled cable modems (CCCMs) 
in general) is that they will be super 
cheap—$50 and less—and in the 
case they are internal, will already be 

installed and set up on the PC," 
says Kennebeck. 

"However, 
CCCMs require 
interaction be-
tween the modem 
vendors and PC 
manufacturers, 
which could be chal-
lenging," he adds. 

Mike Paxton, senior analyst with 
Cahners In-Stat Group, says the 
popularity of CCCMs will depend on 
the business plan of the MS0 and 
into what type of device the modem 
is integrated. 

"[It] might be less efficient or 
cost-effective, or more cost-effec-
tive, depending on how it is used," 
he explains. 
Adams says a retail model is in 

Coresma's future and notes that the 
company will add a USB version to 
its product line. 
As for certification, Kennebeck says 

certification for DOCSIS 1.1 modems 
is supposed to begin by the end of 
the year. CCCM certifications are not 
expected until late 2002, he adds. CT 

NEWSBYTES 

Pacific Broadband Qualifies 
Pacific Broadband Communi-
cations recel ed Data Over 
Cable Servic • Interface Specifi-
cation (DOC IS) 1.0 qualifica-
tion from Ca leLabs for its 
cable mode termination sys-
tem (CMTS), which has cus-
tom-built sili on. 

OpenTlf, BigBand Team Up 
BigBand Networks and 
OpenTV are 
able the inse 
TV content at 
headends. Th 

Ilaborating to en-
on of interactive 

er or local 
companies say 

the product will help operators 
better manage their transmission 
bandwidth requirements. 

MSN Grows 
MSN had the largest growth rate 
among major nternet service 
providers (IS ) over the past 
year, but ran14 below average in 
customer sat action, a Solomon 
Wolff Associtcs report says. 
MSN account4 for 10 percent of 
U.S. Internet isers, making it the 
second largest ISP behind AOL 

WorldGate Targets Ad Sales 
World(,ate's Local Interactive 
Ad Sales Guide is a tool de-
signed to provide local cable ad 
sales teams with the informa-
tion needed to sell and involve 
local advertisers in their inter-
active TV offerings. 

NE Broadband Speeds YOD 
Digital asset cLstribution and 
management provider N2 
Broadband ses that Warner 
Brothers Technical Operations 
and iN DEMAND have signed 
agreements to use N2 Broad-
band's MediaPath system to 
transmit digital content securely 
to headends to support video-on-
demand (VOD) services. 
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Open Access 
Trials Still Rolling 
By Ruth Suarez Zane 
Contributing Editor 

While cable heavy hitters AT&T 
Broadband and Time Warner are 
falling under scrutiny for what some 
are calling lengthy open access trials, 
other cable providers are jumping 
into the fray. 

"Cable providers have 
been reluctant to nail 
down commercial open 
access launch dates." 

Comcast began technical field trials 
in Philadelphia earlier this year with 
Juno Online Services and Earthlink. 
Cox Communications, America 

Online and Earthlink are participat-
ing in a six-month technical trial in 
which the companies are 
testing the delivery of the 
high-speed AOL PLUS In-
ternet service over Cox's 
broadband network in El 
Dorado, Ark. 
Time Warner's cable divi-

sion began an open access 
trial last September with 
AOL, Road Runner and 
Juno in Columbus, Ohio. 
AT&T began its $20 mil-

lion technical trial in Boul-
der last November, and 
plans to open its cable net-
work to Internet service 
providers (ISPs) in the 
middle of next year. For 
the next two months, it 
will continue to test billing and 
customer care operations for the 
300 users and four ISPs participat-
ing in the technical assessment. 
Meanwhile, AT&T will be at work 

in Boston this fall with its commer-
cial trial of Broadband Choice. The 
trial will include several thousand 

cable modem subscribers and will 
prime the carrier for a broader 2002 
rollout, once AT&T's exclusive 
Excite@Home agreement expires. 

Paying customers 
AT&T spokeswoman, Sarah Eder, 

says customers will be paying for 
the service this time around. Eder 

would not disclose 
which ISPs would be 
involved in the up-
coming Boston trial. 
"We won't be dis-

cussing the technol-
ogy prior to 
launching," Eder 

said. "We haven't targeted a specific 
community, nor have we named 
who will be participating." 
With one ISP, cable operators 

could manage data services more 
loosely, says Veenod Kurup, director 

of data operations, support systems, 
for Cox. Now that's changing, with 
a somewhat counter-intuitive result. 

"You need to have better control of 
your network, even as you open it 
up," Kurup says. 
Opening up cable networks in-

volves technical feats such as allow-

DEALS 

C-COR.net Buys ADC Assets 
C-COR.net is acquiring the DV 
6000/6400 li 
digital video 
worx line of 
and node eq 
The $32 mill' 
dudes ADC 
Ct., Argentt 

of uncompressed 
roducts and Opti-
odular headend 
pment from ADC. 
n cash deal in-

ts in Meriden, 
and Austria. 

CA1S Sets Funds 
CAIS, the B2B broadband and 
bundled servce provider, got a 
$19.5 millior injection from CH 
ventures Il IJLC, an affiliate of 
Kohlberg Kr vis Roberts iSr 
Co., and twolmajor sharehold-
ers. Pending hareholder ap-
proval, CAIS vill become 
Ardent Com unications. 

Luminous Co plates Round 
Luminous Networks completed 
an $80 millio 
round, which 
working capi 
PacketWave 

equity financing 
gives Luminous 
l to produce its 
roducts. Strategic 

investor Scientific-Atlanta has a 
development 
ment manuf 
tionship wit 
Ethernet pla 

nd original equip-
turer (OEM) rela-
the optical 
rm provider. 

Firm Targets Cable 
Investment firm Friedman, 
Billings, Ra & Co. issued a 
report on 
cable indust 
mand for b 
and emetgin 
vices, and ini 
Charter, Co 

th trends in the 
, including the de-
dband connectivity 
interactive ser-
iated coverage of 
cast, and Cox. 

S-A Taps Tul t 
Tulsat Inc. agreed to distribute 
Scientific-Adanta's Continuum 
headend and tap/passives prod-
ucts, which support a variety of 
video, voice and data services. 
Tulsat will also become an out-
let for factory re-manufactured 
and surplus S-A products. 
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ing users to change ISPs, vary 
speeds, and troubleshoot problems, 
and enabling the cable operator to 
manage customer care, monitor 

"You need to 
have better 
control of 
your network, 
even as you 
open it up." 

—Veenod Kurup, 

Cox Communications 

traffic, ensure quality of service 
(QoS) and close complicated cus-
tomer transactions. 

Billing looms as an especially 
strong challenge to open access. 
Earlier this year, Time Warner li-
censed Portal Software's Infranet 
customer management and billing 
platform. Another billing player, AP 
Engines, announced its AP Inter-
Link at the NCTA show as a way for 
MSOs to automate provisioning 
across multiple operations support 
systems (OSS). 

> New Standards Section of SCIE Web Site 
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The new section of the SCTE's Web 
site devoted to standards features 
an inventory of officially approved 
standards, describes each SCIE 
Standards subcommittee, lists SCE 
Standards staff, and includes a cal-
endar of upcoming meetings and 
activities. Visitors to the site can 
download forms used in the stan-
dards process and purchase com-
plete SCIE and American National 
Standards Institute (ANSI)-ap-
proved stand ds. 

Cable providers have been reluc-
tant to nail down commercial open 
access launch dates for fear of being 
unable to meet those goals. Could 
such protective measures backfire? 

"The task is more difficult than any-
one anticipated," says Frank Dzubeck, 
president of Dzubeck & Associates, 
a Washington-based telecom consul-

tancy "It's not for lack of trying. The 
systems are not as robust and as so-
phisticated as in other segments of the 
communications industry, but they 
never had to be, so why would they 
have spent the money before?" CT 

Did this article help you? Send com-
ments to snayalkar@phimedia.com. 
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SCIE and Comcast Push Safety 
By Michael Robuck, Associate Editor 

From climbing poles and ladders to 
driving while distracted or fatigued, 
cable technicians have plenty of op-
portunities to get hurt on the job. 

Driving and lifting are the top two 
concerns, says Dennis Sullivan, direc-
tor of safety at Prince Telecom, a 
contractor that specializes in the in-
stallation of advanced services. An-
other problem, he notes, is the 
tendency of 20- to 30-year-olds to re-
gard themselves as "invincible and 
all-powerful." 
To honor operators that have 

overcome these challenges, the 
SCTE presents Gold and Silver Safe-
ty Awards at the annual Cable-Tec 
Expo. By this metric, Comcast has 
become a safety powerhouse. 

At this year's show in Orlando, Fla., 
Comcast hauled in 11 of the 14 gold 
awards and five of the seven silver 
awards. The Philadelphia-based oper-
ator took home five gold awards and 
four out of four silver awards in Las 
Vegas a year ago. 

"I believe the success Comcast had 
last year really fueled interest 
throughout their company and led to 
them achieving even more awards 
this year," says Melissa Hicks, SCTE's 
director of membership services and 
industry relations. 

This year, Cox Communications 
and Time Warner Cable picked up 
one and two Gold Awards, respectively. 
Winning a gold or silver award is 

pretty cut-and-dried because they are 
based upon an organization's U.S. De-
partment of Labor's Occupational 

tree calibration: 
every time you turn on your meter. 

white 
noise reference insures that your 
meter stays accurate at all times. 
Exceptionally stable over both 

time and temperature, eliminating the need 
for periodic factory re-calibration. ± 1.0 dB 
accuracy guaranteed 

o 

Call 1-800-569-6299 or visit our website at 
www.sadelco.com for product information. 

Worldwide call: 1-201-569-3323. Fax: 201-569-6285 
Email: sadelco@aol.com. www.sadelco.com 

Safety and Health Adminis-
tration (OSHA) r cordable 
incident rate. 
Ken 

Flechler, 
who is 
Comcast's 
corporate di-
rector of safe-
ty and the 
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Sadelco 
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chairman of the SCTE's Environmen-
tal, Health and Safety Committee, 
said Gold Award winners have to 
maintain an incident at or less than 
50 percent of the industry's national 
OSHA rate. Silver Award winners 
maintain a rate at or below 25 per-
cent of the industry's national rate. 
To establish the incident rate, OSHA 
uses Standard Industrial Classifica-
tion (SIC) codes. 
The cable systems submit a form to 

the SCTE committee, and then Flech-
ler calculates their self-reported inci-
dent rates to see if they achieve gold 
or silver status. 
"We have over 100 cable systems 

and we're really focused on safety, 
so I was actually expecting to win 
more," Flechler says. Comcast's de-
centralized structure is a challenge. 
"We have to get our new systems 
into our safety culture and get 
everyone walking in the same direc-
tion," he says. 
"We have an overall philosophy on 

> Gold & Silver Safety Award 
Winners 

This year's Gold Safety Award win-
ners are: Comcast, Albuquerque, 
N.M.; Comcast, Burlington, NJ.; 
Comcast, Clinton, Conn.; Com-
cast, Dothan/Marianna, Ala.; Corn-
cast, Florence, Ala.; Comcast, 
Georgetown, Del.;Comcast, Gro-
ton, Conn.; Comcast, Manitowoc, 
Wis.; Comcast, Montgomery 
County, Md.; Comcast, Salisbury 
Md.; Comcast, Shoals, Ala.; Cox 
Communications, Middle Georgia, 
Ga.; Time Warner Cable, Barstow, 
Ca.; and Time Warner Cable, 
Coronado, Calif. 
SCTE presented Silver Safety 

Awards to Comcast, Sacramento, 
Calif.; Comcast, Alexandria/Ar-
lington, Va.; Comcast, Prince 
William, Va.; Comcast, Washing-
ton, D.C.; Comcast, Pima, Ariz.; 
and Cox Communications, Or-
ange County, Calif. 

safety, but the big thing is to empow-
er our people and let them do what 
they need to in order to accomplish 
their goals," Flechler says. 
Aside from the cost savings from 

implementing a successful safety pro-
gram, Flechler says the awards serve 
to improve company morale. He also 

threw down the gauntlet for next 
year's award ceremony. 

"I definitely see us winning more 
and more every year," Flechler says. 
"Georgetown, Delaware, has won 
gold the past three years and I would 
like to see some of our other systems 
win year after year as well." CT 
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Idistel 73 
EFA Family of 
Television Test 

Receivers 
TV Test Receiver 

• Meets ITU-T 3.83B Requirements 

• In-Depth Analysis, Demod and Monitoring 

• Simultaneous Decoding and Measurement 

• SMPTE 310, MPEG2-TS (SPI & ASI) Out 

• Optional 2MHz SAW Bandwidth Filter 

• Model 73 + EFA-B3 High-End Test Receiver 
4.5...1000 MHz, -74...14 dBm 

Graphical 
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• Frequency Response 
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"lime Machine" Helps 
Modem Subs 
By Laura Hamilton 
Editor, CT's Pipeline 

John Q. Subscriber's network set-
tings become corrupted when he 
installs some nifty new software. 
So, he needs to reset or reconfigure 
them, and has two options. One, 
he can try to figure it out through 
the user guide, or, two, he can call 
your system for help. Either way, if 
he gets a number wrong as he en-
ters the settings, you might have to 
roll a truck. 

Saving operators money 
Want to save the money on that 

truck roll? Need to lower the number 
of trouble calls coming into your sys-
tem? Want to increase customers' 
satisfaction and empower them at the 
same time? Of course you do. And 
one operator, Rogers@Home says it 
is doing all that by dabbling in the 
time/space continuum. Sort of. 
"An analysis of calls received in 

the first few months of 2001 indi-
cated that almost 50 percent of 
calls were customer hardware- or 
software-related," Alek Krstajic, a 
Rogers@Home senior vice president 
of interactive services, says. 
"Rogers' investment in liToolbox] 
will allow our customers to resolve 
many of those issues themselves, 
making it easier and more conve-
nient for them." 

All Rogers@Home customers have 
received a free copy of iToolbox, a 
CD-ROM that helps customers using 
Windows-based computers to trou-
bleshoot their particular problems. 
Along with information that al-

lows customers to optimize their use 

of high-speed access, iToolbox con-
tains troubleshoot ng tips and soft-
ware tools including Connect 
Wizard, which automatically helps 
resolve potential connection and e-
mail quandaries. 
"The program literally takes the 

computer back in ime to the last 
time it was connected to the net-
work, thereby eliminating any con-
nection problems caused by 
incorrect computer or e-mail set-
tings," the company reports. "Rogers 
is the only Internet service provider 
to offer this service." 
The program installs with a 

"Healing Agent." Periodically— 
usually twice a week—it checks 
subs' network sett_ngs and backs 
them up. If these settings suffer al-
teration or corruption, the Con-
nect Wizard uses the Healing 
Agent to restore connection. 

"I'm still a rookie, but this was a 
snap," Rogers custcmer Sylvia Mauti 
gushes. Another sub, Michael Vathi-
lakis, says, "It is nice to know that I 
can check my own connectivity and 
e-mail problems without having to 
make a phone call." 

Rogers spokesperson Taanta 
Gupta tells CT's Pipeline that the op 
is enjoying "good results" so far 
with the CD-ROM and its test 
phase will continue for the next 
couple months. Watch for detailed 
info on the trial in an upcoming 
issue of CT's Pipeline. CT 

This story was adapted from info that 
originally ran in -crs Pipeline," a 
weekly HTML newsletter delivered ex-
clusively to SCTE members via e-mail 
For more informatior on this and 
other member benefits, contact (610) 
363-6888, or visit www.scte.org. 

Clarification: In the July issue of CT, the cover photogra-
phy and photographs used in the SCTE Expo story on page 
38 were taken by David Dell'Olio, Foto Inc. 
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THE NEXT GENERATION 

The new DSM-220 Wideband Modulator 

from DX sets the pattern for the next 

generation of headend modulators. In 

keeping with the tradition of performance 

and innovation, the DSM-220 incorporate 

DX's unique BandPass filtering system 

delivering outstanding C/N performance 

in high capacity channel environments. 

Additional features include a digital 

channel display, dual inputs with 

automatic video sensing and switching 

and a frequency range to 858MHz. 

What's more you can now choose from 

a list of optional features such as an 

integral Stereo encoder, SAP generator 

and audio AGC plus a RS-232C remote 

control interface. A complete solution, 

conveniently designed to fit into a 

1 y," rack space, without limitations. 

For vital statistics on the DSM-220 

or to receive a full product brochure on 

our family of products, call DX today. 

Or visit our site at mvw.clxcomm.com. 
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Alliance Rallies 
Around Linux 
By Arthur Cole, Contributing Editor 

A new alliance o cable set-top 
manufacturers aidsoftware 
providers has formed to bring the 
Linux operating 4ystem to the digi-
tal cable market ace. 
The TV Linux Alliance counts 

among its members 24 leading ven-
dors, including Motorola, Pace 
Micro Technology, Liberate, 
OpenTV, TiVo an Excite@Home. 
Notably missing, owever, is cable 
mainstay Scien -Atlanta. 
The alliance mt ds to define a 
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• HFC Signal Analysis Meter 

• Guardian Return Path Tester 

• Spectrum Analyzer 

• Digital Signal Analyzer 

The POWER of Digital Signal Processing. 

Meet all your field measurement needs with a single instrument that is smaller, lighter and faster than 

analog technology allows. Software-based Digital Signal Processing gives the 860 DSP the flexibility to 

meet both your budget and changing needs... today and tomorrow. 

Tap into the future. Call Trilithic today. 
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LEMCO 

Lemco introduces the field 
technician's new best friend. 
A compact, portable and retractable caddy protects 
test cable used for FCC Proof of Performance 
testing and troubleshooting. Ideal for bypassing 
headend equipment, actives and passives, suspect 
feeder cables and residential wiring to isolate 
locate problems. 

Braking mechanism controls pay-out of cable. 
Trigger release ring serves as cable guide and also 
secures feed-end of cable to utility belt or strand. 
Available uncabled as T-280, or cabled with 6-Series 
quad-shield as T-281 with 100', T-282 with 200'. 
Vehicle mounting brackets included. Uncabled unit 
weighs 7 lbs. Patent pending. 

800-233-8713 fax 570-494-0860 www.lemco-tool.com 
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Bred for Performance and 
Superior Quality in Operations and 
Technical Management Services. 

Mobile Workforce Management 
Efficiencies abound when you implement the Nvision-m suite of field service management 
tools. Using simple, yet sophisticated web-based applications, wireless data connectivity 
and mobile computing devices, field representatives are empowered to increase 

productivity and responsiveness as they provision, maintain and sell broadband 
communications services. 

Multi-layered Network Management 
COR-Convergence' is a robust, web-based network management platform that takes the 
best in standards-based network management technology and closely integrates it with 
customer care and billing data sources to provide a real-time view of network, customer 
and services status. The result: superior customer service and network integrity. 

The Ins and Outs of Technical Services 
Worlcibridge Technical Services was founded with the express intent of bringing a higher 

level of technical expertise, field operations skills and professional integrity to the broadband 
network contract business. We use state-of-the-art information technology, a bounty of 

experienced senior systems technicians and operations managers with outsourced expertise in 
Outside Plant, Network Integration/Inside Plant, Field Operations & Full Systems Outsourcing, 
and Network Design & Engineering. 

Everything! 
Whether you re on MS0 with hundreds of thousands of subscribers, or a small 
independent cable operator serving a few thousand, a utility, municipality or private 
broadband network operator; when it comes to services, C-COR.net is clearly the top dog. 

Get your paws on our services by calling 800.233.2267 
or visit us online at www.c-connet. 

AT THE CORE OF CONFIDENCE for over 329 years (..dog years, that is!) 
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Is Your 

ROADE3AND 

Network 

Time and time again, I'm asked if 
any special requirements are needed 
for a cable system to carry high-speed 
data. My answer is, "It depends." The 
dialogue usually continues something 
like this: "What do you mean 'it de-
pends'? We've never had any major 

"Data can be deployed 
in a classic tree-and-
branch network." 

problems providing regular cable ser-
vice on our network." 

"Yes, but..." 
"But what?" 
Read on to find out. There is no 

secret formula, no rocket science, no 
magic. Really! Your network's archi-
tecture doesn't necessarily have to be 
hybrid fiber/coax (HFC), although it 
helps. Okay, it helps a lot, but data 
can be deployed in a classic tree-
and-branch network. Your system 
doesn't have to incorporate the lat-
est, state-of-the art 750 MHz or 860 
MHz bandwidth technology. Two-
way isn't mandatory, either. You can 
deploy telco-return cable modems in 
a one-way network, but a two-way 
network offers a bunch more flexi-
bility, greater throughput and the 
ability to migrate to more advanced 
services such as voice. 
The bottom line (and the "it de-

pends" part) is this: Data can in most 
cases be successfully deployed on a 
cable network if the entire network— 
headend, distribution network, and 
subscriber drops—complies with cer-

Data-Ready? 
Part One 

tain minimum technical performance 
specifications. Those performance 
specifications include relevant gov-
ernment technical regulations applic-
able to cable systems and the 
recommended parameters in the Data 
Over Cable Service Interface Specifi-

cation (DOCSIS). 
The first re-

quirement is pret-
ty straightforward. 
With few excep-
tions, most cable 

systems are required by law to comply 
with applicable government technical 
regulations. Part 76 of the Federal 
Communications Commission's 
(FCC's) rules includes cable TV tech-
nical performance requirements for US 
cable systems. Those rules, which 
you're supposed to have on file in 
your system, can be found online at: 
www.access.gpo.gov/nara/cfr/waisidx_ 
99/47cfr76_99.html 

So, the first step is to make certain 
that your entire network complies 
with relevant government technical 
rules. If it doesn't, let me make it very 
clear that non-compliance may im-
pact the ability of the network to reli-
ably transport data signals. 
What about DOCSIS? Isn't that just 

a standard for interoperability among 
cable modem termination systems 
(CMTSs) and cable modems? It's that 
and much more. 
One part of DOCSIS, known as the 

Data-Over-Cable Service Interface 
Specifications Radio Frequency Inter-
face Specification, includes minimum 
recommended technical performance 
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networks, Motorola brings the reality of Triple-Play services 

of voice, video and always-on data connectivity to the home. 
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and analog fiber transport products and network 

equipment such as optical nodes, amplifiers 
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end-to-end broadband systems that can meet 
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your downstream and upstream digi-
tally modulated carriers. Another 
way to think of the parameters is in-
channel specifications, much like 
some of the FCC's in-channel perfor-
mance requirements for analog TV 
signals. For the most part, none of 
what's recommended in DOCSIS is 
what I'd consider to be particularly 
onerous, although some of the mea-
surement techniques required for 
their verification are a bit different 
from your run-of-the-mill analog TV 
channel measurements. 

Let's look at the key specs: 
• Downstream digitally modulated 
carrier amplitude relative to analog 
visual carrier levels: -10 decibel-
carrier (dBc) to -6 dBc. This is 
pretty straightforward, but the 
most common mistake 1 see is in-
correct measurement of the digital-
ly modulated carrier's amplitude. 
See "Downstream Power Measure-

ments: Watts Up Doc?" in the Sep-
tember 2000 issue of CT. That arti-
cle also is available online at 
www.cabletoday.com/ct2/archives/0 
900/0900fea08.htm 
• Downstream carrier-to-junk ratio: 
Okay, DOCSIS doesn't actually use 
the term "junk," but I'm taking a 
few editorial liberties. Carrier-to-
noise (C/N) and carrier-to-interfer-
ence: 35 dB; carrier-to-composite 
triple beat and composite second 
order: 50 dB; carrier-to-cross modu-
lation: 40 dB; hum modulation: 5 
percent. Nothing tricky here. If your 
system meets FCC or equivalent 
rules, you should do fine. 
• Amplitude ripple: 0.5 dB. This 

is in-channel frequency response. 
I'll admit 0.5 dB is a tough spec, 
especially considering that the 
FCC rule for analog TV channel 
frequency response is +/-2 dB. In-
terestingly, DOCSIS 1.1 relaxed 

Let dinellreAll It Can- De!  

• Eliminate Electrical Noise 
(INR-ES) 
• Eliminate Random Noise (HQ) 
• Eliminate Co-Channel 
Interference (CF) 
• Eliminate Ghosting Problems 
(VP50) 
• Eliminate Soft Video From 
Positive Scrambling With 
The Color Corrector (VP900) 
• And Use Your Existing Processor With The IFDM 

800-922-9200 
engineering e megahz.com 

www.megahz.com 
Established 1975 

"Unique" Products For the 21st Century! 
Oregon, Arizona, Colorado. Texas, Missouri, Ohio. Pennsylvania, Georgia, Florida. New Hampshire 
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Only CommScope 

Bridges the Gap. 

Delivering (able Today Only (ommScope Has Your 
For Tomorrow's Networks Complete Broadband "Toolbox" 
CommScope bridges the gap between yesterday's 
analog systems and next generation networks with 
cables engineered specifically for each access point 
within the Hybrid Fiber Coax (HFC) topology. Our 
products meet the requirements of existing 
electronics yet empower you to maximize services. 
Fiber, Coax, Twisted Pair or Hybrid cables — 
Only CommScope offers it all. 

• Superior cable PRODUCTS for subscriber, community 
and media access. 

• Exceptional customer SERVICE to keep projects on 
track. 

• digital BroadBand RESOURCE CENTER— — 
a one stop shop for technical support, training and advice. 

CommScope 
digital BroadBand Products Group 

P.O. Box 1729 • 1375 Lenoir-Rhyne Blvd. • Hickory, North Carolina 28603 
Tel 828 324 2200 • 800 982 1708 • Fax 828 328 3400 • International Fax 828 323 4989 • www.commscope.com 
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Convergence, Divergence 
at SuperComm 

SuperComm—telephony's biggest an-
nual trade show, held this year June 3-
7 in Atlanta—proved that the telecom 
industry has developed a split person-
ality Convergence remains the norm 
when the focus is on technology and 
economics, but a divergence in mar-
kets has developed. 
The show was a good opportunity 

to get a reading on telecom prospects 
over the next year. One session hosted 
by Marconi presented opinions that 
typified those on the floor and in 
other panels. The Marconi session in-
cluded NYU and Stanford University 
economist Nicholas Economides, ana-
lyst Jeff Kagan, Bell South Executive 

"Supercomm attendees 
needed to look long 
and hard for solutions 
aimed at IVISOs." 

Director of Advanced Technology Sys-
tems Engineering Hank Kafka and 
Delta Airlines Telecommunications 
Manager Alan Rubin, in addition to 
Marconi Deputy CEO John Mayo. 
The consensus was that although the 

industry's economic slump is deep, it 
should end within six to eight months. 

Kagan's comments typified the pre-
vailing industry attitude about growth 
in the next year. He noted that 
"telecommunications will not have the 
go-go' mentality of the past, and we 
can expect a normal growth curve." 
The results of a survey of decision-
makers at 91 communications service 
providers and 112 enterprises—pre-
sented by Mayo—gave some indica-

tion of what ̀ normal' will be. The ma-
jority of the respondents indicated 
their network spending will increase 
about 10 percent over the next year. 

Traditional target 
Most vendors at Supercomm were 

targeting traditional telecommunica-
tions carriers. The floor gave an indi-
cation of the relative importance of 
market segments and their position on 
a technology introduction curve. 
SuperComm typically provides in-

terest zones for exhibitors, grouping 
products addressing similar concerns. 
The zones typically correlate well with 
solutions that are emerging as primary 

concerns in the 
next year. This 
year, information 
technology (IT) 
was the largest 
zone, followed by 
the carrier/service 

provider zone. Wireless was the only 
access technology given its own zone. 
The lack of a zone does not neces-

sarily indicate dismissal of a technol-
ogy, but may be an indication that a 
technology is becoming more mature. 
As products become more mature, 
they tend to be integrated into ven-
dor displays of solutions. 
Attendees needed to look long 

and hard for solutions specifically 
aimed at multiple system operators 
(MS0s). Within the carrier/service 
provider zone, it was apparent that 
vendors were targeting network 
provider, rather than access, needs. 
Vendors addressed customer service 

for this audience with solutions that 
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Agilents' CaLan Sweep/Ingress Analyzer 

Visit www.agilent.com/comms/convergence 

to qualify for a free gift and receive the 

latest information on tracking ingress 

or call 800-452-4844 ext. 7280 

Now with return path monitoring for return path characterization. 

As you move quickly to upgrade your plant and to satisfy user demands for converged 

services, there's one important fact to keep in mind: your customers have well-defined ideas 

about quality of service. If it's faulty in one way or another, they'll switch their access 

provider faster than you can say "churn rate." 

In this environment, it's imperative to have the tools you need to anticipate, prevent and 

solve network problems. That includes everything from go/no go field-portable hand-helds 

that let your installers reduce the truck roll time to fast, reliable headend equipment that 

helps your network managers diagnose and eliminate trouble spots up and down the line — 

from the PSTN to the set-top box. 

In Agilent, you have a partner who can help you identify and correct problems before 

you hear about them from your customers. And isn't that reassuring to know? 

• Agilent Technologies 
'l e.' Innovating the HP Way 
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to its wireless Internet access solution 
by joining with Broadband Gateways 
in a show of wireless residential tele-
phony with PBX-like functionality 
Telecom vendors familiar to cable 

attended the show, but in general their 
exhibits focused on high-speed core 

networks and network services. Nor-
tel demonstrated the OPTera Connect 
PX photonic switch, a 1008 duplex 
port, up to 80 gigabits per second 
(Gbps) line- rate device. This product 
applies the emerging automatic switch 
transport network (ASTN) architectur-

Wireless Cable Access 
• Fixed Wireless Node Additions & Last-Mile Solutions 

• Point to Point and Point to Multipoint 

• Licensed and License Free Solutions 

• Advanced Microprocessor Controlled Alarms and Diagnostics 

• Network Design and Path Engineering with Online Path Profiles 

finalist 

tWireless Solutions for G4 TV and CMTS Distribution 

Wireless Bypass 

43 Northwestern Drive Salem NH 03079 
Radio System Sales & Support: 603-870-6275 

www.wireless-bypass.com 

al standard and ge eralized multi-pro-
tocol label switchi g (GMPLS). 

'reRobs showed he TITAN 6500 
switch and unveil a new FOCUS 
HX optical networ ing system that 
features up to 40 e .ps line rates, 
switching in steps f 100 Gbps and 
160 colors of de wavelength divi-
sion multiplexing I WDM). 
ADC introduced a microelectro-

mechanical system (MEMS)-based 
optical switch that ay be configured 
as either a lx2 or 2 port device. 
Lucent Technol 'es demonstrated 

interoperability be een its new 
NX64000 Internet otocol (IP) core 
router and its own 1 ne of optical net-
working products. cent also showed 
hosted IP-calling se *ces over a 7R/E-
based IP Centrex o ring. 
Although most ve dors were aware 

of the CableLabs s cifications, Su-
perComm highlight d other standards 
implementations, su h as asynchro-
nous transfer mode TM), session 
initiation protocol ( P), and multi-
protocol label switc ng (MPLS). 

Despite the emph is on traditional 
telephony, exhibitor who chose to 
include cable teleph ny products 
were rewarded. 
ADC's Mark Podes a indicated "sur-

prisingly high intere t for this show" 
in the CUDA 12000 MTS and 
DV6408 video trans rt system his 
company had on dis lay. Tellabs 
seemed to enjoy a si ilar level of in-
terest in its CableSpa 2700 system. 
The bottom line fro this year's Su-
perComm, however, as the focus on 
incumbent telcos ad ng services in 
traditional markets. 
A reminder: E-mail e your vote for 

the "killer" applicatio as requested in 
my July column. CT 
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Why is APC the new choice 
in IVISO power solutions? 

In headend, hub and switch applications, APC's innovation provides perfect solutions 
for your AC and DC power needs. 
With headend power requirements growing at a dizzying rate, the 
last thing you want are power solutions that rely on out-dated 
designs. Choose APC for your power needs and you choose a 
company with a lineage of Legendary Reliability- and a commitment 
to innovation. 

As the world's largest dedicated power solutions company, APC's 
engineers have more than 200 awards for design and performance 
to their credit ... so far. At APC, we pride ourselves in staying 
grounded in sound engineering principles and on top of the 
ever-changing trends in power. 

For headend and 
switch applications: 
APC 1»0A - 4110011 
High Power DC 
System is a stand alone 
power plant capable of 
supplying multiples of 
1200A at -48V DC Mil 
redundancy, paralleling 
capability. 23" conpatible 
nrxkilncdesqi. integral 
controller and true hot-
swap rectifiers (up to 24 
x 504 rectifiers) allow for 
easy installation, configu-
ration, expansion and 
management 

For outdoor enclosures 
and remote terminal 
cabinets: APC 
MX288 200/400 
is an easily installed 23-
cconpabble standalone 

Power Plant suPfilrn9 uP 
to 400A at -48V DC 
Modular design lets you 
configure or expand your 
system with up tc 8 x 50A rectifiers. LVD 
(kw Voltage Disconnect)and up to 24 
plug-in circuit breakers Complete with fled* 
output distnbutia. porter factor conected rectifiers 
and a sophisticated integral controller 

APC Smart-UPS" RM 

APC High POW« DC System 

For power protection within the rack: APC Smart UPS RM is a sari' line and 
rack-mountable premium UPS that offers power p, .: 5(AX)VA Built-in 
SmartSlot provides remote management and rebooting capabilities User replaceable batteries 
eliminate do wet me and lower cost of ,,apership 

Keeping our customers informed as we uncover critical industry 
trends is very important to us - and you! Are you aware of the 
growing concern among leading consulting engineers about unity 
power factor in headend environments? Are your hub and switch 
applications adequately protected? 

Get informed! Call APC today and receive your free copy of 
APC's CATV/Headend Power Trends Study. 

For us, the APC DC power component is one of the key aspects of our high 
availability telecommunications solutions. -

- David Hulbert, Senior Network Systems Consultant, Lucent Technologies 

APC Solcort 

• 

A 3-phase UPS for 
large scale systems: 
APC Silcon• with 
Delta Conversion On-bne" 
offers high efficiency 
(91%) and low input 
current harmonics (3%) in 
one package It also has 
built-in Mil capability 
and scalability, and the 
lowest 3-phase operating 
and installation costs 
Easily configured in 
parallel redundant mode 

For remote reboot 
manageability: APC 
MasterSwitch- 1/1.1 
is a device with 16 outlets 
(8 switchablee aWays mil 
designed to use a rem "tr 
of rack space Web. SNMP 
and Telnet manageability 
lets you remotely reboot 
locked servers, hubs or 
switches from anywhere 
in the network Includes 
,sad sensing and MD5 
smelly 
(Sham Imo as MC 
2-Puit me) 

Your business depends on the signal reaching it's destination. 
Protect your signal with APC's comprehensive array of high-
availability solutions and enjoy 
both one-stop shopping and  
peace of mind. If your business 
depends on power, depend on 
APC. Contact APC today! 

APC 
Legendary Reliability" 

Receive a FREE APC CATV/Headend Whitepaper! 
To order: Visit http://promo.apc.com Key Code a843y • Call 888-289-APCC x2040 • Fax 401-788-2797 

02001 Amencan Power Convers.on All Trademarks are the properly of thetr owners APC I Al EF-USa • PowerFax 18001 347-FAX( • E-mall aponfoOapcc corn • IJ2 aagruund, road. West Ktngston. RI 02892 USA 



Vendors submitted a record 53 

products to vie for Readers' Choice 

honors. Congratulations to the 12 

finalists and the 'final four' winners. 

This is our second animal Readers' 
Choice Award competition, so many 
of you know the routine. Vendors 
submit entry forms, and we turn the 
whole batch over to our distin-
guished panel of judges (see sidebar, 
page 38) who then select finalists in 
each of four categories. Then we let 
our readers pick the winners 
through balloting conducted at the 
annual SCIE Cable-Tec Expo. 

This year, we received 53 entrants, 
and our judges picked 16 finalists, 
four in each category 

Please see the sidebar on page 40 
for a listing of the other finalists. We 
also detail them in our monthly 
product roundup section (see Mar-

36r,TOECO 

ketplace, page 84). 
Of the winners, three involve ad-

vanced services (two data, one tele-
phony) and the other sits at the 
linchpin of the hybrid fiber/coax 
(HFC) network, the optical node. 
For more about these winners, 
please read on. 

Motorola scales 
Everyone wants the cost-to-grow 

curve to look more like a straight 
line than a staircase. That's the main 
point of scalability, a virtue perhaps 
more often claimed than exhibited. 

Several Readers' Choice judges, 
however, said Motorola's Starline 
SG2440 Scaleable Optical Node is 

Motorola's SG2440 

the real McCoy. "TrUly scaleable," 
wrote one. "Flexibility" and "easy... 
migration path" are other words 
judges associated w th this year's 
winner in the distribution/line and 
transmission catego ry. 
A successor to Motorola Broad-

band Communications Sector's 
four-output SG2000 platform, the 
SG2440 enables ind pendent and 
incremental segmentation of both 
the downstream and upstream sec-
tions of the node. 
"Most nodes toda) are one (re-

ceiver)-by-one (transmitter)," Lou 



Donofrio, director RF products and 
optical nodes for Motorola, says. 
The idea is to let operators trans-
form that configuration into four-
by-four capability, or anything in 
between, simply by replacing a con-
figuration plug-in board to support 
any receiver and/or transmitter 
module additions. 

"It's an insurance policy" says 
Donofrio. "You're not going to 
throw away 80 percent of the cost to 
do the upgrade." 
Wavelength division multiplex-

ing (WDM) and digital return are 
key enablers. Sending broadcast 
channels over one or more of the 
four output ports, for instance, op-
erators can then overlay narrow-
cast bands as segmentation 
dictates. The return path also can 
be variously configured. 

"There are a ton of options," 
Donofrio says. Those include fiber-
efficient, time division multiplexing 
(TDM) and WDM technologies. 
Donofrio says the inspiration for 

the SG2440 was the realization that 
increasing demand for advanced ser-
vices would require operators to ad-
just their networks quickly and 
efficiently. They appear to have 
nailed their target. 

"This product is very timely for 
the operator," wrote one judge. It 
allows segmentation "with mini-
mum service interruptions and in-
cremental capital outlay." 

Cadant supports C4 
The data business is still a rela-

tively new line of work for cable op-
erators. This year's winner in the 
headend category, Cadant's G2 IMS, 
aims to make it easier to run an ad-
vanced cable modem termination 
system (CMTS). 

"The C4 CMTS, which is what the 
G2 ¡MS manages, is a complex piece 
of equipment," says Gary Pientka, 
lead engineer for the G2 ¡MS. Cadant 
listened to feedback and "got com-
ments from customers, such as 'We 
don't want high-priced engineers sit-

ting there to watch our box,'" he says. 
So how do you simplify manage-

ment while meeting the demands of 
the equipment? One way is to 
streamline command-line interface. 

Pientka says the typical way of 
typing command syntax requires not 
only the correct order but also an 
understanding of how one com-
mand may affect others. 
"The G2 IMS takes a lot of those 

commands and, in essence, groups 
that action together," Pientka says, 
"checking interdependency be-
tween values and making sure 
everything's correct." > 
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Cadant's G2 IMS 



Take the example of adding a cable 
access module (CAM), or "blade," for 
the C4. With command-line interface, 
you would need to enter a number of 
syntaxes around such variables as 
downstream bandwidth, the signal 
rate and power level, says Tim Doiron, 
Cadant director of marketing. 
"The nice thing about the G2 ¡MS 

is, from one screen, you can get a look 
at everything associated with provi-
sioning a CAM, click a button and 
submit," Doiron says. 

In addition to configuration, the 
Java-based G2 IMS also conducts fault 
and performance management of one 
or more C4s, using standard simple 
network management protocol 
(SNMP), and enables the viewing of 
status information down to individual 
cable modems, all apparently without 
the need for any white coats. 
One judge applauded the "intu-

itive graphical interface." Another 
made this compelling point: "The 
ability to control and monitor 
CMTS functionality will improve 

the performance and reliability of 
data modem service." 

Core empowers engineers 
The CoreOS CMTS Manager from 

Core Networks addresses that same 
operator need to control and monitor 
the CMTS. 

Monitoring, management and scal-
ability comprise a large concern for 
operators in the cable modem busi-
ness, Core Networks CEO Jeff Camp-
bell says. The CoreOS CMTS Manager, 
this year's network diagnosis winner, 
aims to reduce that bundle of worries. 

"Monitoring the network, and man-

=  
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Finalist Judges 
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munications 
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Television Labs 
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Core Networks' CoreOS 
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So if if you're looking for a high quality line of analog and digital IDAs designed to deliver rock-solid reliability, unparalleled func-
tionality and a mind-blowing array of choices, sure to meet 

even the most demanding requirements. Let MHz handle it. 

800-922-9200 

www.megahz.com 

"Unique" Products For the 21st Century! 
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aging th 
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bell says 

One j 
"The ne 
handle o 
mance f 

capacity and the 
ts and the node 
d scaling the net-
the next level of 
really where the 
nges are," Camp-

dge clearly agreed. 
• to have a better 
network perfor-
cable modems is 

imperative to the s ccess of this busi-
ness," this judge • te. "(We) need to 
identify and remed any congestion in 
the network quickl " 
Another lauded t e product more 

directly: "With the oreOS software, 
proactive bandwidt management be-
comes a reality." 
How does it wor ? By gathering in-

formation from the able modem 
management info ation base (MIB) 
via SNMP and dispb ying it in a vari-
ety of combinations and formats, de-
pending upon syste needs. 
Using real-time p obes that measure 

both upstream and i ownstream chan-
nels and respective MTS and modem 
Internet protocol (I ) addresses, it of-
fers both a top-do view of the data 
system and a detail performance 
picture of each mo m. 

"The CMTS manS er is empowering 
to the engineering s aff," Campbell 
says. That includes ngineers that 
manage budgets. 
What if you disco er a rapid growth 

in the use of several units? "Maybe all 
you need to do is re istribute how 
your data flows, not buy a new 
CMTS," Campbell s ys. > 
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Mom would be so proud. 

If she only knew what that was. 

Clarent's CPG 2102S was chosen "Best New Customer 

Premise Product" by Communications Technology readers 

and attendees of the 2001 SCTE Cable-Tec Expo. It provides 

customers with reliable access to VolP services across 

fiber/coax networks, and simultaneous access to data 

traffic such as email and Internet information. For more information about 

Clarent or our full line of CPG products, visit Clarent.com or call (630) 771-4200. 

Special thanks goes to Communications Technology's nomination panel. 

IrY 

CLARENT 

2001 llarent Corporal ton. Ile. (Went name and logo are renotered trademarks and Clament CPC, ts d trademark of Clament Corporahon in the tunited states and other junsde lions 



> Readers' Choice Finalists 

Customer Premise 
Cisco Systems' CVA122 Cable 
Voice Adapter. 
Colubris Networks' CN100 Wireless 
local area network (LAN) router. 
Ericsson PipeRider HM204c 
enhanced security cable modem. 

Distribution/Line and Transmission 
Synchronous ChromaSpan Automat-
ic Rate Sensing Transponder. 
Synchronous' Digital Video Broad-
cast-Asynchronous Serial Interface 

(DVB-ASI) Transport System. 
Wireless Bypass DL-5800 Wireless 
Cable Access Radio. 

Headend 
Motorola's Optical Services Manager 
(OSM) 4800. 
Motorola's Distributed Broadband 
Module (DBM) 2000. 
RiverDelta Networks' hardware-
based, distributed policy-based rout-
ing and multi-protocol label 
switching (MPLS) per-flow control. 

Network Diagnosis 
AM Communications' MapVault, 
a Web-based storage system that 
allows distributed 4ecure access 
to network design nap. 
ComSonics' SniffeitShadow Field 
Leakage Detector. 
Incognito Softwar's IP Commander 
3.2 multi-platform dynamic host 
configuration proto ol (DHCP) 
management softw re. 

Clarent ramps up IP voice 
Echoing analysts and other players 

in the industry, Elizabeth Cholawsky, 
senior vice president of marketing for 
Clarenes local access business unit, 
says it's not whether but when IF will 
surpass circuit-switched telephony. 
Claiming four billion service min-

utes in 2000, Clarent is clearly a factor 
driving IP's upward growth curve. 

This year's customer premise category 

winner is the Clarent customer premise 
gateway (CPG) 21025, an integrated 
modem and telephony device that acts 
as the "endpoint" of the company's 
OpenAccess IP telephony solution. 

"Several MSOs have refrained 
from launching telephony service 
until IP telephony was available," 
wrote one judge. "Clarent offers a 
complete solution." 
Why call this customer premise 

"PathMaker" 
Analog/Digitol/QAM Matrix Routing System ' 

• 16x16 to 128x128 

• 100+ MHz/CH. 

• True Cross-Point 
Switching 

• 5 Year Warranty 

• Hot Swappable Modules 

• Windows Control & 
Scheduling Software 

• Remote Controllable 

• Redundant Power Supply 

"PathMaker" has the highest technical 
specifications in the industry! 

800-922-9200 
www.megahz.com • engineering@megahz.com 

MEGA HERTZ 
Established 1975 

ZELECTRONICS INC. 
SIGMA 

"Unique" Products For the 21st Century! 
Oregon. Arizona. Colorado. rc"AdS. Missouri, Ohio. Pennsylvania. Georgia. Florida. New 

equipment 
(CPE) a 
gateway? 
"We've 
taken some 
of the func-
tionality out 
of the network and ut it here," 
Cholawsky says. M dia gateway con-
trol protocol (MGC ) translation, 
which bridges the blic switched and 
IP-based networks, one example of 
the smarts that resi e in the unit. 

"If you do all tra lation at the core 
of the network, you get into traffic 
jams," Cholawsky s ys. 
The CPG 2102S designed to pro-

vide IP telephony to any office or resi-
dence where a Data ver Cable 
Service Interface Sp ification (DOC-
SIS) 1.0 connection s available. It is 
software-upgradeabl to DOCSIS 1.1. 
Other component in Clarent's 

local access telepho y solution in-
clude a command c ter database 
and call manager. 

It's dubbed Ope 

Clarent CPG 2102S 

cess because of 
its standards-based orientation. "Be-
hind the scenes, nothing is proprietary 
in the solution," Cholawsky says. As a 
result, Clarent can partner with nu-
merous applications developers. 

Appreciations and kudos 
Thanks to all the companies that 

completed the 53 entjy forms, to the 
judges that contribut d their valuable 
time and to those wh voted at the 
Cable-Tec Expo. Con ratulations to all 
winners, who impres d judges and 
readers alike. CT 
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The SA1137 is another addition in W.I's series of hybrid-based products optimized for existing 0C-192 
networks. The SA1137 is a full-function amplifier capable of driving LiNb03 modulators and provides 
integral modulator bias and control. While the SA1137 is optimized for 10Gbps applications (data rates 
up to 12.4Gbps), Wrs proprietary thin-film, process and integration technology has applicability to 40Gbps 
0C-768 systems and beyond. For more information, please visit us on our website at www.wj.com. 
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PLANNING 2002 

Modulation-Based Alignment Improves Periormance 



By Dr. Robert L. HoweId, 
Motorola Broadband Communications Sector 

Cable operators adding two-wa 

services may improve their return 

performance by using modulation-

based alignment criteria. 

T
raditionally cable operators 
have defined their return path 
digital signal levels based on a 

power-per-Hertz methodology. It's 
time to look for new solutions to im-
prove return path performance. 

Operators have used the power-per-
Hertz method because it simplifies 
complex issues associated with differ-
ent services and needs. It also is easily 
understood, readily implemented and 
effective for most of today's needs. The 
reason it works is the inherently high 
carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the hy-
brid fiber/coax (HFC) channel ob-
tained with typical approaches for 
implementing both analog and digital 
returns. For the worst-case design envi-
ronment, represented by a completely 
full return band, the CNR achieved 
supports today's services. 
Technology advances and progress in 

system design will create more oppor-
tunities for the cable return path. A 5 
MHz to 42 MHz return path filled with 
all 16-QAM (quadrature amplitude 
modulation) signals would represent 
only about 120 megabits per second 
(Mbps). This figure compares unfavor-
ably with the theoretical capacity avail-
able given the high CNR of HFC 
returns. Even long links designed with 
lower performance analog technology 
have capacities nearing 400 Mbps. 

Increased capacity and optimized 
performance are goals of all major 
communications infrastructures de-
signed today, including cable's evolving 
Data Over Cable Service Interface Spec-
ification (DOCSIS). Higher perfor-
mance analog lasers, new digital 
technologies and increased return 
bandwidth splits are examples of tech-
nologies to enhance the return path. 

Operators should consider other 
procedures that enhance the return. 
With sophisticated signaling, in some 
cases augmented by more bandwidth, 
it is natural to think about a power al-
location method that may improve 
performance. With returns now opera-
tional, the time is ripe to consider how 
to optimize their usage. To close the 
gap on the true capacity of the return, 
operators need to understand the opti-
mal way to align the varying signal 
types on a return path. The analysis 
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that follows addresses this question 
from the standpoint of bit error rate 
(BER) performance. Presented is a 
straightforward solution that results in 
BER-optimized channel levels for each 
service as a function of its modulation 
type and bandwidth characteristics. 

In the initial stages of getting the re-
turn path "online," many in the cable 
industry followed a pragmatic ap-
proach that was easy to understand 

and implement, of adequate perfor-
mance and consistent with existing 
procedures and equipment 

This approach was a nice fit for 
gradually activating the return, be-
cause the reverse channel has some 
unique qualities well-suited to a con-
servative approach including the need 
to support multiple services, staggered 
deployment of new services, a variety 
of signal formats and bandwidths 
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Lick be CNN MI) 8W (MHz) Capacite (Mips) 
IFIT 

2 dB Link 42 37 515.93 

9 dB Link 41 37 503.64 

12 dB Link 37 37 454.51 

15 dB Link 32 37 393.09 
IFS 

2 dB Link 46 37 565.06 

9 dB Link 44 37 540.50 

12 dB Link 41 37 503.64 

15 dB Link 35 37 429.94 

Meek Cenersiet 

2 dB Link 42 148 2063 71 
9 dB Link 41 148 2014 58 
12 dB Link 40 148 1965 44 
15 dB Link 39 148 1916.30 
Meal 2 ii TIM 
8 bit 34 37 417 66 835.31 
10 bit 43 37 528.21 1056.42 
12 bit 55 37 675.62 1351.24 
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OPSK 2 
16-GAM 
64-0AM 
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NOW THERE'S ONE INSTRUMENT THAT HAS 
QAM, SWEEP, SPECTRUM AND SLM CAPABILITIES. 

Chances Are You Already Own It. 

The One-Box 
Find and Fix Solution 

If you own a Stealth, you're a simple upgrade away 
from its new, more powerful form—the Stealth 
Digital Analyzer or SDA. The SDA combines QAM 

technology (64/256 measurement options), digital return and cable modem analysis 
and all current Stealth features into a one-box solution. So now you don't have to 
spend loads of money on new, separate QAM testers. And your field technicians can 
spend more time fixing problems instead of running back and forth to their truck or 

learning new equipment. Don't have a Stealth to upgrade? That's okay too. To buy or 
upgrade your Stealth or SAM-4040 to the one-box solution from Acterna, simply call 

us at 1 800 851 1202, 317 788 9351 or visit us at www.acterna.com. 

ACTE RNA 
The Keepers of Communications 

0 Copyright 2001 Acterna, LLC. All rights reserved. Acterna, The Keepers of communications, and its logo are trademarks of Acterna, LIC. 
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BER VS. LOADING M ETHODOLOGY 
FOR CNR = 20d B 

ChannelType 
OPSK 1 
OPSK 2 
16-QAM 
64-QAM 

11 7 dBmV 
3.8 dBmV 
117 dBmV 
136 dBmV 

Uniform Loading 
Power-per-channel BER 

0.00E+00 
0.00E+00 
2.30E-08 
2.40E-03 

Optimized Loading 
Power-per-channel BER 
6 0 dBmV 2 10E-10 
-1 7 dBmV  
125 dBmV 
201 dBmV 

Avg. BER 1.30E-84 

3 20E 11 
1 10E-09 
7 70E 09 

9.20E-06 

BER VS. LOADING M ETHODOLOGY FOR SKIR 
= 25 dB, Low END NOISE FLOOR INCREASE 

Uniform Loading 
Channel Type Power-per -channel  BER 
OPSK 1 11 7 ci3rr, 
OPSK 2 
16-QAM 
64-QAM 
Avg. BER 

0 00E+00 
0 00E+00 

O dBmV 

Optimized Loading 
Power-per-channel BER 

c 
3 6 dBmV  
11 7 dBmV 
136 dBmV 

8 80E 04 
7 80E 07 
3.10E44 

15 dBmV 

14 dBmV 
-8 dBmV 

2 90E 09 
1 10E-06 

7 40E-07 
4.50E-07 

spectrum. The end result is more spec-
trum, but lower CNR for everyone be-
cause of the need to share power. 

Improving modulation 
As efficient use of bandwidth con-

tinues to be an important variable in 
network architectures, moving to a 

higher order of modulation is antici-
pated. For example, the natural next 
step in the return for QAM signals 
would be to implement 64-QAM. 
The CNR to support uncorrected 64-
QAM with high performance (le-8 
BER) typically is available with a 28 
dB margin, and coding gain reduces 

this CNR burden 
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AVERAGE BER FOR O PTIMIZED 
VS. UNIFORM LOADING 
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• i/ • • • • 

-62 -58 -54 -60 

(sibmv/hz) 

-46 -42 -38 

the capacity available and the rate 
actually used when transmitting do 
not approach efficient use of the 
available CNR. 
To determine an optimal alloca-

tion, based on minimum average 
BER, we work with known BER ex-
pressions of modulation schemes; 
flat AWGN noise floor across (most 
of) band; known power constraint 

associated with analog/digital (A/D) 
converter or laser drive; common 
range of target BER; and known 
mathematical tools for minimiza-
tion/maximization. 
Given the previous set of informa-

tion, and a goal of minimum BER, the 
analysis may proceed. The goal is to 
minimize the average BER, which is 
expressed mathematically as: 

BER (avg) = (N1 BERI + N 2 BER2 + N 3 

BER3 +...Nk BERk)/(Ni+N2+N3+...Nk) 

where BERk represents the BER expres-
sion for signal type h, and Nk repre-
sents the number of channels of this 
signal type. BER expressions take the 
same general form: 

BER = Ak QRBk Eb/N0)1/21 

where Q(x) is the well-known error 
function relationship associated with 
the integration over a Gaussian 
probability density function (PDF), 
and the coefficients Ak and Bk vary 
by modulation. 
The next mathematical step is to 

use the Chernoff bound, another 
common, if less well-known, very 
good, simple approximation to Q(x) 
for this case. The version used here is: 

Q(x) 1/2 exp (-x2/2) 

The variable under the discretion of 
the system designer is the signal 

THE FASTEST FIBER OPTIC CABLE DELIVERY IN THE JUNGLE. 

If you're a broadband cable operator in need of fiber optic cable for an upgrade, being told there's a long lead time is, well, 

uncivilized. That's why you should call Broadband Services. We've partnered with Lucent Technologies and can ship the fiber 

optic cable you want, when you want it. That's right, when you want it! Plus, you'll get Broadband Services' extremely 

competitive pricing, priority service and attention to detail. 

Hunting for quick fiber optic cable delivery? Call Broadband Services. We're not the fattest cat—just the fastest. 

For more info just call us at 1-888-837-4171 or check us out on the web at broadbandsvc.com. 

Lucent Technologies 

Business 

.1,011.1.1) D.ST*18,170.1 

Broadband 
SERVICES , INC 
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power. Thus, we may express the 
problem as the following: 

Minimize BER(avg) = 
Min[Ni BERI(Pi) + N2 BER2(P2) + 
N3 BER3(P3) + ...Nk BERk(Pk)1 

where Pk is the signal power of the 
kth signal type, and BERk(Pk) implies 
the BER of that signal type as a func-

tion of the power allotted. Obviously, 
minimum BER is obtained by allow-
ing all of the channels to maximize 
Pk. Of course, this is not a practical 
solution, because constraints exist 
on the total power driven by clipping 
limitations associated with RF drive 
to the A/D converter or laser in the 
node. This turns the problem into 
solving for: 

Budco 
Work Area Protection 
Designed for easy visibility and long 
durability, Budco offers quality products 
from strobe lights to safety vests that will 
keep you safe and help you stay 
protected on the job. 

Standard or Mesh Satety Signs 
(stands sold separately) 
STARTING AT 

59-MB35-SPM-A 
Car/Truck Light Bar 

$215.00 

The Right Tools revs The Job 

1-800-331-2246 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Ask for our new 2001 
Budco Cable Products 
Catalog! It's FREE! 

59-PC500-2 Strobe Light 
(magnetic mount) 

Traffic Cones w/collctrs (18") Traffic Cones (18") 
AT STARTING AT 

$8.00 ea. $4.85ea. 
59-AV1OOR Safety Vest 
with Stripes 

$11.50 

Blade° 
2001 
Cable 
Products 
Catalog 

www.budcocable.com 

Min[NI BERI(P ) + N2 BER2(P2) + N3 
BER3(P3) + BERk(Pk)1 
under the const aint that: 

r = PI + P2 +113+  Pk 

This problem is now expressed in 
the form of a ge eralized class of 
problems that ay be solved using 
the Lagrange m ltiplier technique. 
Pages of mathe atical details may be 
derived with th help of a calculus 
book. Using w, y and z to repre-
sent the signal wers of four differ-
ent types of exa ple services and 
associated signal types sharing the 
return spectrum the power allocated 
to each becomes 

w:=(-1/a) (Kl+K 
x:=(-1/b) (Kl+K2 
y:=(-1/c) (Kl+K2 
z:=(-1/d) (Kl+K2 

where A, B, C and 
tiplier coefficients 
particular modula 
w, x, y and z. Also 
to expressions ass 
modulation types. 
follow, the types a 
64-QAM and a sec 

K3-1n[aM) 
•K3-1n[b13]) 
K3-ln [cC1) 
K3-1n[dDI) 

D are constant mul-
determined by the 
on used for channel 
a, b, c and d refer 
iated with the 
n the example to 
QPSK, 16-QAM, 
nd QPSK service: 

a:=Ta/(2) (No_wat 
b:=Tb/(10) (No_w 
c:=Tc/(42) (No_wat 
d:=Td/(2) (No_wat 

For Na individual 
Nb of x, Nc of y, a 
terms are shown in 

An example 
An example will ' lustrate the point. 

Assume a minimun guaranteed per-
formance DOCSIS r turn CNR of 25 
dB at the end of the total link. This 
could be represente, for example, by 
a 12 dB analog Fab -Perot (FP) link 
from Table 1, with 1 -way headend 
combining, or an 8- it digital return 
link with 8-way com'ning. 

Consider the folio'ng channel 
types in a lineup: 
• 35 x 320 ksps (DO IS) QPSK 
(QPSK 1) 
• 25 x 320 ksps (DO IS) 16-QAM 

_per_Hz) 
tts_per_Hz) 
ts_per_Hz) 
_per_Hz) 

nnels of type w, 
Nd of z, the K 
'gum 1 (page 44). 
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• 

Internet Solutions 

I PSat Plus 
• Specifically Designed for Internet Traffic 
• Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation via 

Combination TDMA and SCPC Architecture 
• Up to 72 Mbps Outbound 
• Up to 2 Mbps Return 
• C, Ku, S or Ka-Band Operation 

Phoenix, AZ: 602-437-9620 
San Diego, CA: 858-458-1800 
East Coast USA: 631-979-4950 
United Kingdom: 44-1483-421302 
Singapore: 65-325-1951 
Latin America: 561-988-1210 



Look up. There's a new presence in the broadband universe. 
What started as a joint venture between two industry leaders, ANTEC and Arris Interactive, has now become s mething 

larger; ARRIS, a new presence in the broadband landscape. A company that takes broadband local access to t e next level 

with a global suite of carrier-grade network products and solutions. Fast, reliable, integrated IP telephony, inte ctive video 

and Internet access is your future. We know, because we're creating it. 678.473.2000 www.arrisi.com 
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LET PROVISIONING 114e1Ce. YOU IVIONeY 

EANS PROFITABILITY 

Automated discovery and 

provisioning: These concepts, 

increasingly familiar in the 

broadband communications 

industry, have the power to 

make or break your business. 

How? Using advanced soft-

ware to model services and 

work processes by customer 

location, it is possible to make 

the installation and subscrip-

tion provisioning process 

faster and cheaper. 

However, most currently 

available platforms are largely 

network-focused; that is, they 

rely on network technology to 

solve the problem. These solu-

tions are adept at, for example, 

detecting whether a cable 

modem is on the network, but 

are not suited to tackling the 

numerous other tasks involved 

in provisioning and customer 

fulfillment. Is the rest of the 

network—the switches, the 

gateways, the billing system 

and customer service sys-

tems—in place for this user? 

Are they interconnected in the 

provisioning process? 

Manually provisioning all of 

the elements in the network is 

the most expensive and time-

consuming aspect of turning 

subscribers into revenue gen-

erators. Reducing errors and 

truck rolls each and every time 

a subscriber plugs in a new 

device or requests a new serv-

ice can save an operator mil-

lions of dollars. 

Operators Must 

Automate Orders 

Arris and Ceon have solved 

this problem through what we 

call event-based provisioning. 

By integrating Ceon's It's On' 

application suite for service 

fulfillment with Arris' 

Cornerstonee Cable 

Provisioning System 2000 and 

Cornerstonee Voice solution, 

we can automate the entire 

customer order process. 

With event-based provi-

sioning, we can ensure that all 

network elements and software 

systems are operational and 

performing all of the provi-

sioning tasks accurately and 

automatically. Customers can 

thus begin using, and paying 

for, any and all services they 

desire. By using the event-

based provisioning functional-

ity that is part of C,eon's It's 

On' service fulfillment plat-

form, cable operators can 

reduce their provisioning 

process from several days, in 

some cases, to several minutes. 

Event-based technology is 

just now making its way to the 

marketplace. But early indica-

tions are that it will become an 

industry standard in a very 

short time. This type of 

ARRIS 
Subscriber Management Solution 

Customer 

automation will be particularly 

crucial as the cable industry 

takes the next step into offer-

ing multiple services. 

Solution Needed for 
Complex Provisioning 
As more and more cable sys-

tems begin deploying Data 

Over Cable Service Interface 

Specification (DOCSIS) net-

works, they put themselves in 

the realm of truly advanced 

services, such as voice over 

Internet Protocol (VoIP), 

streaming media and other 

interactive services. No longer 

will cable operators merely 

install a modem for Web access. 

Cable operators will launch a 

variety of new services, and the 

number of events involved in 

detecting and provisioning sub-

scribers to those services will 

increase exponentially. 

Automated discovery of net-

work devices is an important 

first step. But cable operators 

also have to know what it is 

they want to do once the cable 

modem is discovered on the 

network. Orders must be 

placed. Customers must be 

registered. Telephone numbers 

and IP addresses must be 

assigned. Billing records must 

be updated. Perhaps a truck 

roll has to lie scheduled. All of 

the business actions governing 

new subscriber services must 

be linked t that new modem. 

Event-base provisioning 

resolves an manages all of 

these event and more, auto-

matically. 

Lower C sts, 
Improve Service 

In today's fast-paced world, 

the speed at which a network 

can discover and process 

events will determine how 

profitable network services 

will be. In today's environ-

ment, the bulk of these tasks 

are human-focused and, thus, 

expensive and slow. The pro-

cessing of events is delayed, 

which means billing is delayed, 

which means revenue is 

delayed. Event-based provi-

sioning is the wave of the 

future. It is the vital link 

between the subscribers and 

the network. With event-based 

provisioning in place, cus-

tomers receive better service at 

a lower cost to the operator. E 

Where We Sit 
in the Big Scheme 

Order 
Management 

Order 
Tracking 

Workflow 

Network 
Inventory Bitting 

Service 
Activation 

Provisioning 

Element 
Management 

Trouble 
Ticketing 

Delivery 
Network 

Network 
Management 
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Poor Provisioning Can Sabotage Your Services 

DON'T LET IT HAPPEN TO YOU 

Flexible provisioning sys-

tems are essential in today's 

fast-growing market, as cable 

operators must react quickly to 

changing customer needs to be 

competitive. Operators who 

succeed will be those that can 

launch transaction-based 

Internet and streaming media 

services in new markets as 

soon as demand emerges. 

What's more, operators 

must creatively bundle their 

video, voice and data services 

as well as provide a range of 

quality of service (QoS) levels. 

New service launches must be 

quick and responsive to ever-

evolving customer interest. 

Failure to operate in this 

environment will lead to 

increased customer churn, as 

subscribers search for alterna-

tive service providers. The 

result is falling subscriber 

counts, reduced revenues and 

long break-even times. 

Bundling voice, video and 

data services; linking those 

services to the underlying net-

work; and resolving which cus-

tomers have access to which 

bundles are some of the provi-

sioning challenges cable opera-

tors face. Legacy provisioning 

systems have not integrated all 

aspects of the provisioning 

process and, therefore, hinder 

your ability to quickly launch 

new services and adapt bun-

dles to changing market needs. 

Solving the Problem 
So what's the solution? To 

overcome these challenges, 

cable operators need more 

than an incremental improve-

ment in one or two steps of the 

provisioning process. They 

need a next generation, event-

based provisioning system that 

has the ability to respond 

quickly to the changes initiated 

by customers, the network and 

hardware devices. 

An event-based provisioning 

system must support flexible 

order fulfillment, providing 

workflows that can be modified 

at any point in the system to 

adapt to changing require-

ments. It must also be able to 

leverage next-generation tech-

nologies through the use of 

applications based on open 

access development tools. 

Scalability and the ability to 

provision any service on any 

network for any underlying 

technology are critical factors. 

Arris and Ceon have part-

nered to deliver just such an 

event-based provisioning sys-

tem. Because Arris has inte-

grated Ceon's It's On' service 

activation system with Ards' 

Cornerstones Cable 

Provisioning System 2000 (CPS 

2000) and Cornerstone. Voice 

platform, cable operators can 

deploy a single system to provi-

BUILDING THE 

BUSINESS CASE* 

Truck Roll Costs 

Installs per Year 

Price of 1st Line 

Telephony Services 

Penetration of 2nd Line 

Telephony Services 

Total Revenue 

list and 2nd Line) 

sion their current and future 

voice, video and data services. 

Single System 
Unfortunately, most cable 

operators currently lack a sin-

gle, unified provisioning system 

that can accommodate chang-

ing network, service and tech-

nology requirements. Today, 

each service—voice, video and 

data—typically has its own 

provisioning and service acti-

vation system. These legacy sys-

tems are inflexible and require 

manual entry For each new 

order, network administrators 

must engage in "swivel chair 

provisioning" first turning to 

one system to enter video infor-

mation, then to another to con-

figure data services and to a 

third to activate voice services. 

Such manual provisioning is 

not only slow, but prone to 

errors. Every time a network 

administrator manually enters 

data into a separate provision-

ing system, the chance of error 

increases. These errors can 

ultimately prevent the service 

from activating. 

Failure to quickly activate 

Before Event-Based 

Provisioning 

$150 

500,000 

$25/month 

20% at $10/month 

$172 million 

service has two results. It 

annoys the customer, giving 

him or her a chance to look for 

an alternative provider. And, it 

consumes employee resources, 

as network administrators 

hunt through multiple systems 

to uncover errors. 

Manual Provisioning 
Hinders Growth 

Manual provisioning has 

another unwanted conse-

quence. It prevents the rapid 

addition of new customers, 

which slows revenue generation. 

We're all familiar with the 

three-to-four-week installation 

windows required when cable 

operators first launched high-

speed data services. While 

cable operators have made 

great strides in training 

installers for data, progress on 

the provisioning front has been 

slower. Industry sources sug-

gest that using the current 

data-over-cable service provi-

sioning process, it would take 

at least 20 years to move all of 

America Online's customers 

from dial-up access to broad-

band connections. 

After Event-Based 

Provisioning 

$75 

750,000 

$25/month 

$20% at $10/month 

$243 million 

Total Truck Roll Costs $75 million $56.25 million 

Margin 

Net Gain 

(Excluding cost of software) 

• Net gains shown are for the first year o 
Based on one truck roll. 

$97 million $186.75 million 

$90 million 

f deployment. Additional revenues and cost savings accrue in subsequent years. 



We've seen this same 

inability to rapidly provision 

new customers on the teleph-

ony front as well. Cable oper-

ators who launched circuit 

switched telephony initially 

were unable to meet their 

subscriber projections due to 

the slowness of manual provi-

sioning. It wasn't until adding 

event-based provisioning 

after launching service that 

they were able to hit their tar-

gets and shorten backlogs. 

The migration to Internet 

protocol (IP) networking has-

n't simplified things. Using 

today's legacy systems, activat-

ing an IP telephony circuit can 

take as many as 23 steps or 

more, many of them requiring 

manual entry at multiple net-

work elements (see Figure 1). 

Such complexity slows service 

launch. hinders revenue gen-

eration and costs money. 

Saving Money 
With Provisioning 

Cable operators who 

deploy event-based provi-

sioning can greatly reduce the 

time needed to perform an 

install while simultaneously 

increasing the productivity of 

each installer. The result is 

quicker revenue generation. 

If you assume an installer-

based model, then consider 

the following: Anis' customers 

have estimated that its event-

based provisioning solution 

can reduce per-install costs by 

50 percent and increase 

installer productivity by 50 

percent. Let's assume the aver-

age cost of an install is approx-

imately $150, then the cost 

savings per install would be 

$75. Multiply that by 500,000 

installs per year, and cable 

operators could save $37.5 

million per year. If productivi-

ty increases by 50 percent, and 

you're performing 500,000 

installs with manual provi-

sioning, then by deploying 

event-based provisioning, you 

can perform 750,000 installs 

per year-250,000 more. (See 

table on page 3.) 

Flexibility Fosters 
Creative Bundles 

What's more, unlike the 

Arris/Ceon event-based pro-

visioning system, antiquated 

legacy systems make it diffi-

cult to respond to changing 

consumer demands. Today's 

subscribers, shaped by the 

instant communication pro-

vided by the Internet, e-mail 

and cell phones, want to add 

or drop communications 

services or features at the 

touch of a button. 

You'll need to offer cus-

tomers the ability to add a sec-

ond VoIP line, increase the 

guaranteed bandwidth of their 

high-speed data connection, 

subscribe to a streaming audio 

service, order a pay-per-view 

movie and add an online gam-

ing subscription with a click of 

the mouse. Web-based provi-

sioning that accommodates 

customer changes in real-time 

and interfaces with your 

billing and other back office 

systems will be essential. 

Plus, you'll need to quickly 

implement the new service 

bundles that your marketing 

department develops. Special 

promotions like back-to-

school offers that combine 

VoIP and high-speed cable 

data service for the college 

crowd; ITV, digital cable, audio 

streaming and VoIP for fami-

lies with teens; virtual private 

network (VPN) services, VolP 

and high-speed data for the 

small office/home office can 

all be accommodated. 

Because Ceon's It's On 

provisions services on both 

the Cornerstone® Voice and 

CPS 2000 platforms, cable 

operators can deploy either 

circuit switched telephony or 

VoIP. If you already offer cir-

cuit switched service, you can 

add VoIP when the market 

demands it, without replacing 

your provisioning system. 

Ceon's It's On provides 

flexibility to accommodate 

evolving technology plat-

forms as well as changing 

subscriber demands. If you 

can't activate web-based serv-

ice requests in real time, cus-

tomers wi turn to service 

providers vho can. 
\\ 

Plan T ay 
In the p t, cable operators 

focused o building out the 

network thout considering 

provisioni g until after they 

launched w services. As a 

result, the e constantly try-

ing to catc up with demand, 

and backlo s occur. By 

deploying rris/Ceon's event-

based prov ioning system, 

cable oper ors solve this 

problem, al wing them to: 

• Speed se ice introduction 

• Reduce e or rates and 

lower co s 

• Increase market 

penetration 

• Improve QoS and reduce 

churn 

• Reuse existing capacity and 

increase return on assets 

Arris can deliver an end-

to-end solution that includes 

hardware and software nec-

essary to design, build, man-

age, deploy 

bundle toda 

row's voice, 

services. You 

d creatively 

s and tomor-

deo and data 

an't afford to 

wait. Plan for event-based 

provisioning oday. 

Figure 1: 

Complex VoIP-Based Provisioning Solution 
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EVENT-BASED PROVISIONING 
simplifies service activation 

\----nvcREA-sr-vourrnEvrwuEs-JUVEUWWEWCOSTSTODAV— 

The broadband universe is 

expanding. With cable opera-

tors, DBS providers and tradi-

tional telcos all vying to attract 

broadband consumers, cable 

operators must become more 

competitive. The answer is 

simple and ready today: deploy 

an event-based provisioning 

system to speed new service 

launches, increase revenue 

generation, reduce truck rolls, 

improve customer satisfaction 

and lower customer churn. 

Arris and Ceon have part-

nered to deliver just such a sys-

tem. By integrating Ceon's It's 

OW" with the Arris 

Cornerstone Cable 

Provisioning System (CPS) 

2000 (see sidebar), Arris deliv-

ers a single, event-based provi-

sioning platform that enables 

cable operators to rapidly cre-

ate, bundle and provision new 

services. What's more, this flex-

ible solution allows subscribers 

to personalize their service 

selection via a Web interface. 

So what is event-based pro-

visioning? Event-based provi-

sioning simplifies service ful-

fillment by coordinating com-

plex order management and 

communications processes 

among multiple network 

devices, actors and services. 

The Arris/Ceon system can: 

• Automatically detect a net-

work element or a series of 

network elements upon 

installation (for example, 

Cornerstone Voice Ports 

for switched cable telephony 

and Touchstone' Telephony 

Modems in a VoIP network) 

II Associate those elements to 

a service definition based on 

the network topology 

• Provision the service within 

seconds of detection accord-

ing to the rules of the service 

represented by a workflow 

• Update all other required 

business and operational 

support systems (OSSs) 

What's more, the architec-

ture at the heart of this event-

based provisioning system can 

handle all events from all 

sources, as opposed to legacy 

platforms that typically man-

age one event going from one 

device to another. Further, 

events are not limited to those 

initiated from devices in the 

network; events generated by a 

customer service representa-

tive (CSR) as well as orders 

placed by subscribers via a web 

portal or interactive television 

(ITV) are also processed. 

This integrated platform 

can provision, configure and 

activate headend or distribu-

tion node elements such as 

cable modem termination 

systems (CMTSs), Voice over 

Internet Protocol (VoIP) gate-

ways, and virtual private net-

work (VPN) gear. It also 

incorporates a workflow com-

ponent and an open applica-

tions programming interface 

(API) to enable communica-

tion and coordination with 

other business support sys-

tems (BSSs)/OSSs such as 

billing, network management 

and inventory. The 

Arris/Ceon solution provides 

a complete service fulfillment 

package, offering service and 

product management, order 

management, service invento-

ry management and event-

based provisioning. 

CORNERSTONEe CABLE PROVISIONING SYSTEM 2000 

Arris CPS 2000 plays a critical role in the company's event-based 

provisioning system. Because Arris and Ceon have developed adap-

tors that enable CPS 2000 to talk to Ceon's Its QTM, cable operators 

have an integrated provisioning platform they can deploy today to 

launch high-speed data and VoIP services. 

CPS 2000 is a turnkey, fully redundant, fault tolerant, carrier 

class provisioning platform for Data Over Cable Service Interface 

Specification (DOCSIS) 1.0 and 1.1 cable modems. It incorporates 

Internet Protocol (IPI Naming and Address Management with 

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Domain Name 

Server (DNSI, Trivial File Transfer Protocol (TFTPI and Time of Day 

(ToD) server functionality. By integrating these servers into one 

platform, Arris has simplified provisioning for cable operators. 

Administrators no longer need to spend valuable time and money 

configuring and managing disparate DOCSIS servers, each with its 

own user interface. 

Auto Provisioning Enabled 

To further reduce manual provisioning costs. CPS 2000 includes 

tools to enable cable operators to automate provisioning and offer 

subscriber self provisioning. Software adaptors enable Ceon's Its 

On"' to send provisioning commands directly to CPS 2000 and then 

on to the Cornerstone® CMTS. The system also supports auto dis-

covery of cable modems via pre-defined profiles. These profiles 

either immediately activate service to subscribers or point sub-

scribers to a Registration Web Page where they can select their own 

cable modem class of service. Ceon's Its OnTM captures this order 

information and routes it to the appropriate OSSs. 

Carrier-Class Scalability 

Once you've solved the automation challenge, its essential that 

your event-based provisioning platform be able to accommodate 

swelling subscriber counts. CPS 2000 can scale to support millions 

of DOCSIS-based NIDs through the implementation of a Structured 

Query Language (SQL) database. This capability allows for all DOC-

SIS server and cable modem provisioning parameters to be stored, 

replicated and distributed throughout the network. As a result, 

administrators can deploy DOCSIS servers in each HFC headend, 

and manage cable modem or Touchstone' NID provisioning from a 

central location. This moves provisioning information closer to the 

customer, which decreases provisioning processing time and 

reduces costly backbone data traffic. 

By implementing the Arris subscriber management solution, 

cable operators can speed new service launches, generate rev-

enues more quickly and reduce operations costs. 

5 
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Underlying 
Architecture 

Ceon's It's On' is a provi-

sioning and order management 

platform for all communica-

tions services. It is comprised of 

three main applications: 

• Service Management: 

Ceon's Can-U-Bundle— 

performs product creation 

and modeling; bundles 

services into new products 

fo Service Selection 

and Validation: 

Ceon's Can-U-Serve— 

interfaces to the CSR, web, 

and interactive TV; dynam-

ically offers only those 

products that can be deliv-

ered to an address; ensures 

orders are taken correctly 

• Service Delivery: 

Ceon's Can-U-Deliver— 

handles order manage-

ment, workflow, order 

tracking, flow-through 

service provisioning and 

touchless service activation 

Ceon's It's On' simplifies 

provisioning by modeling 

individual services separate 

from their delivery technolo-

ARRIS 

IP Access System 

(MIS 1500 { 

Controller 

(MIS 1500 { 

Installation 
of Touchstone Ports 

Touchstone does 
a DH(P request 

ARRIS CPS 2000 Step 3 
"Hey, CPS 2000 provisions data 

on Touchstone 

MIT 
1 Step 5 

Ceen/CPS pnwisions voice on packet port 

111111•11I 

customer places 
order for voice and 
data services via a 
web portal 

• 'Tecate, a manual step 

ARRIS 

Touchstone 

With competitive pressures getting fiercer each day, it's essen-

tial that you capitalize on each new service launch. To accommo-

date the rapid growth and speed revenue generation anticipated by 

deployment of voice over IP (VolP) telephony, you must have in 

place an event-based provisioning system that can automate serv-

ice activation for each customer. 

Without event-based provisioning, VolP service activation 

requires more than 20 separate steps, many of them manual, and 

multiple truck rolls before a customer starts receiving service. Not 

only is such manual provisioning costly and prone to errors, but it 

greatly hinders your ability to quickly scale the service to reach new 

markets and satisfy pent up demand. 

By launching VolP service with the Ceon/Arris next generation, 

event-based provisioning system already in place, you can activate 

service in the seven steps outlined in Figure 2, with most of them 

occurring automatically. 

gies. This modeling enables 

cable operators to isolate 

implementation processes 

and develop separate busi-

ness rules for supplying serv-

ices. It also links those serv-

ices to billing and OSSs. As a 

result, Ceon's It's On' can 

dynamically reconfigure 

work processes; dynamically 

translate products into serv-

ices and services into work 

orders; and dynamically 

generate service activation 

commands. 

Adaptors Provide 
Communication 
How is this accomplished? 

Information that is specific to 

an operator is contained in the 

workflow script and the data 

loaded into the object model. 

This enables Ceon's It's On' 

to define a service and specify 

the workflows necessary to 

activate and manage that serv-

ice. But the event-based provi-

sioning system still needs to 

talk to the network elements 

and OSSs to activate service. 

To do this,lArris and C,eon 

have deve4ed adaptors to 

enable Ceon's It's On' to send 

instruction 

ments. Ce 
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Speeding Launches 
The flexibility of event-

based provisioning enabled 

by the Arris/Ceon partner-

ship allows cable operators to 

launch new service bundles 

quickly, while simultaneously 

containing costs. 

The service models found 

in Ceon's Can-U-Bundle 

application let your mar-

keters add new product bun-

dles, change existing bundles 

or withdraw current offer-

ings without disrupting your 

network. This ability to 

quickly respond to changing 

market demands is essential 

for any operator wishing to 

gain and retain customers. By 

offering subscribers the 

hottest new service packages, 

they won't have an excuse to 

search for an alternative 

broadband provider when 

you can't deliver. Plus, the 

more bundled services your 

customers buy, the more dif-

ficult it becomes for them to 

change providers, thus saving 

you money by reducing sub-

scriber churn. 

Reducing Costs 
Additional cost savings 

accrue via Ceon's Can-U-

Serve application. By enabling 

Web-based order fulfillment, 

customers can add or change 

their service lineup without 

ever talking to a CSR or need-

ing a truck roll. 

For example, using the web, 

customers could check to see 

if the Touchstone' Telephony 

Modem and IP telephony 

service bundle were available 

in their area and if their PC 

met the minimum require-

ments for service. If yes, a 

Touchstone' Telephony 

Modem could be shipped to 

the customers, who could 

complete the install when 

convenient. Customers benefit 

because they don't waste time 

at home waiting for an 

installer to arrive, and opera-

tors benefit because they save 

the cost of a truck roll. 

Another key benefit is that 

only those products that can 

be delivered are offered. Ceon's 

Can-U-Serve dynamically 

adjusts the product offerings to 

reflect those bundles that are 

deliverable to that address. 

Customers aren't frustrated by 

ordering services they can't 

have, and operators can easily 

adjust the offerings as services 

roll out to new areas. 

What's more, the automat-

ed nature of the system 

ensures that orders are taken 

completely and correctly for 

the entire service bundle. No 

longer will network adminis-

trators need to manually 

enter provisioning data into 

to separate systems—one for 

voice, a second for data and a 

third for video services. 

Operators thus avoid costly 

provisioning errors. 

But the benefits don't stop 

there. Because Ceon's Can-U-

Deliver application automati-

cally provisions network ele-

ments, cable operators can 

activate services within sec-

onds instead of days or weeks. 

This "touchless" activation 

can occur on any network 

with any technology and at 

any size. The result: increased 

time to revenues, higher cus-

tomer satisfaction and lower 

operational costs. 

By implementing event-

based provisioning, cable 

operators can change their 

network technologies, update 

processes, adapt business 

rules, implement new OSSs 

and launch new services 

without negatively impacting 

the existing services. 

Deploy Today, Reap 
the Rewards 

Cable operators face sig-

nificant challenges in their 

efforts to deploy services effi-

ciently in today's competitive 

market. By implementing 

event-based provisioning, 

cable operators can 

overcome many of these 

challenges. 

Incremental changes to 

provisioning are no longer 

sufficient. It is only through a 

strong, automated linkage 

between the management of 

service offerings and the 

TOUCHSTONE'TM NIDS 

CARRY THE LOAD 

The Touchstonem Network 

Interface Device INIDI family 

from Arris is based on its 

industry-leading Packet PortTM 

technology. The TouchstoneTm 

NIDs replace both a cable 

modem for data and a switched 

telephony NID on the side of the 

home. This robust. carrier-

grade NID family is integrated 

with the Arris Cornerstone' 

CMTS family to provide VolP 

services. The TouchstoneT" 

family consists of the Telephony 

Modem designed for indoors 

and the Telephony Port for out-

door deployments supporting 

four lines of carrier grade voice 

with CLASS features. 

underlying networking assets 

that the necessary opera-

tional efficiencies can be fully 

realized. It requires the com-

mitment to automation of 

customer care and opera-

tional support processes that 

event-based provisioning 

provides. 

Arris and Ceon can deliver 

an event-based provisioning 

platform today that can help 

you speed service launches, 

increase revenue generation, 

lower operational costs, 

improve customer satisfaction 

and reduce subscriber churn. 

Can you really afford to wait? 

Your competitors won't. u 

BILLING INTEGRATION 

Arris realizes that automated provisioning and service activation 

are just one part of the broadband puzzle. In order to make money, 

cable operators must be able to bill for those new services. Ceon's 

It's OnTM currently integrates with many popular billing systems and 

contains easy-to-implement integration tools. 

Customers who wish to employ CPS 2000-only installations for 

element provisioning will also need the ability to integrate with 

billing systems. 

To ensure that your legacy billing systems and other OSSs can 

communicate with CPS 2000. Arris offers its SolutionLinxTH Partners 

Program. Upon joining, third-party developers have access to soft-

ware APIs. licenses and a developer's tool kit for Arris products. In 

addition. Arris provides its SolutionLinxsTM partners with access to 

products three months before their market introduction and with 

time for testing in its research labs. As a result, SotutionLinxTM part-

ners can integrate, test, document and debug their applications in 

advance of the product launch. 
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• 8 x 50 ksps other QPSK 
• 4 x 500 ksps other 64-QAM 
Table 2 (page 44) shows the predict-

ed BERS for the two loading scenarios 
based on this set of inputs. If the CNR 
is dropped to 20 dB, the results of 
Table 3 (page 46) are obtained. 

Clearly, better BER performance is 
obtained when the loading accounts for 
the modulation type. What the tech-

nique does is exchange the excess 
power allocated to robust modulations, 
such as QPSK in this example, to the 
less robust modulations. The resulting 
average BER is minimized overall. 
However, note that on an individ-

ual channel basis for CNR = 20 dB, 
the QPSK channels do begin to 
count errors where in the uniformly 
loaded case they did not. Again, this 
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example emphasizes that the opti-
mization covers a 1 channels, but 
perhaps with some degradation if 
other channels make up for that lo 
with their performance gains. 

Figure 2 (page 17) plots the average 
BER for optimal and uniform loading 
(measured). Here, "AVG BER VAR" 
refers to the optimal (variable) badin 
case, as compared to the uniform, or 
power-per-Hz approach. 
The techniques used to generate th 

results in the example have been ex-
tended to cases of urther practical in-
terest, many of w ch may be handle 
with minor mode ations to the anal 
sis. In principle, tle Lagrange analys 
approach is a genealized solution—i 
only needs a set o1 equations to start 
out with to solve. 

In the example, he equation that 
was solved was mi'mum BER for an 
all-flat, all AWGN, impairment onlr 
However, the BER xpressions whe 
various other imp4 rments, or othe 

> Get More From Your Retu 
Cable operators may more effi-
ciently load their return path by 
optimizing B R channel levels 
for each servi e as a function oi 
modulation t e,. The use of 
such a tool b omes valuable as 
the need for igher bandwidth 
efficiency an higher through 
put is sought, all while achie 
ing better pe ormance in the 
quickly evol g world of cable 
TV data traffi 

Being gove ed by a per-Hi 
methodology a sensible wa 
begin activan of the return, 
but with retu spectrum filling, 
and reverse p h service ma 
being implem nted and stabi-
lized, the opportunity to maxi 
mize the investment in return 
path perfonna ce is possible 
with this appr ach. It requires 
no equipment investment, and 
uses existing i frastructure mo 
efficiently with easily program-
mable mathematical algorithms 
and slight modifications in fief. 
alignment tech iques. 
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9 auto-seizing extended housing multitap 

system variations, are included also 
may be captured with this approach. 
Examples include: 
• Inclusion of forward error correction 
(FEC), using the BER approxima-
tions for coded systems 
• Inclusion of interference, using BER 
expressions that account for carrier-
to-interference ratio (C/I) 
• Inclusion of clipping-related effects 

with BER expressions that account 
for this probability 
• Inclusion of non-flat noise floors 
Consider an example of a nonflat 

noise floor, based on the prior case 
channel lineup. It is assumed (but not 
recommended!) that a 16-QAM DOC-
SIS channel is placed in the low end 
of the spectrum. The noise density 
there is assumed to be 10 dB higher 
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than the rest of the band. The results 
for a return path with ̀CNR = 25 dB" 
(not including the noiiy end) are 
shown in Table 4 (page 46). 

Again, the superiority in terms of 
performance for the optimized loading 
approach is evident. 

What's it all mean? 
A more optimal way 
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Keeping track of all the satellite and fiber 
optic communications products out there is a 
full time job. 

That's why so many people come to 
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position controllers to fiber optic broadband 
links, satellite links and data links. 
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and educational fields high quality equip-
ment at down-to-earth prices. 
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at 
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By Beth Arnholt, Comcast Cable Communications, 
and Pam Nobles, Comcast University 

Haying trouble finding or training 

technical people? These steps and 

principles simplify the process. 

y ou can't go anywhere today 
without hearing about the 
shortage of good people in 

technical fields. How do we find the 
right people and convince them to 
work for us? How do we keep them 

happy? These are good questions, but 
the answers are often complicated. 

Career as product 
Let's start with recruiting. To begin to 

develop a plan, try adjusting your 
thought process. Recruiting is a prod-
uct development process, and your 
product is a career at your company. As 
you would with a more tangible prod-
uct, such as video-on-demand (VOD), 
you need to follow a series of steps. 

First, go out into the marketplace 
and define your target market—what 
are the demographics and needs of the 
individuals who will buy your product? 
Then define the benefits—why would 
they want to buy it? Third, test market 
your product to work out the kinks 
and ensure that it is ready for rollout. 
When recruiting, these steps are sourc-
ing, marketing and interviewing. 
The biggest mistake that most com-

panies make when recruiting is as-
suming that it is the responsibility of 
the human resources (HR) department 
alone. Successful organizations realize 
that recruiting is part of every employ-
ee's job description—listed under the 
category of "other duties as assigned." 
As a hiring manager, it may be the key 
to your success. As a co-worker, it 
may make your job both easier and 
more secure. Hiring the right people 
leads to increased productivity, higher 
morale, more balanced workloads and 
more opportunities for growth. 
Finding the right people cannot be 

done by an HR department that makes 
up only 3 percent to 5 percent of your 
overall workforce. Each person in an 
organization has a unique set of op-
portunities to meet and recruit the 
right players because of their back-
ground, network and skills. The num-
ber and quality of recruits builds 
quickly if everyone is involved. 
Once everyone is involved, what 

should they do? No one answer to 

this question exists, but an overriding 
concept does emerge. Recruiting, 
when done right, is a proactive 
process. General job fairs and newspa-
per advertisements build a good foun-
dation for recruiting efforts, but they 
are reactive in nature. You place the ad 
or set up the table, then wait and 
hope that the right people find you. 
Think outside the box: How could 

you be more proactive in your efforts? 
How do you seek out the people you re-
ally want? Some ideas generated during 
presentations at the Society of Cable 
Telecommunications Engineers' 
(SCTE) Cable-Tec Expo in May include: 
• Service experiences: Was the person 
at Home Depot extremely knowl-
edgeable? Did the sales person at 
Radio Shack really impress you? 
• Internet sites: Don't just use the large 
job boards. Identify non-traditional 
sites where people you want may 
visit. Examples are SCTE, Women in 
Cable & Telecommunications 
(WICT), the National Association 
of Minorities in Communications 
(NAMIC), local city sites, chat rooms 
for areas of interest and so on. 
• Community involvement: Do you be-
long to social groups, teams, church-
es and so on? Do your children? Talk 
to those around you at these events. 
You typically ask them what they do 
by the third question anyway. 
• Existing employees: The time it takes 
you to hire a new employee may be 
longer than training that high-po-
tential person who is missing one 
piece of the puzzle! 
• Publications: Read differently. Did 
someone win an award? Did some-
one author an interesting technical 
paper? Was someone quoted saying 
something interesting? Find them. 
• Professional associations: Use activi-
ties such as the SCTE Expo to meet 
others interested in the same busi-
ness. Use your network. 
• Schools: Don't just post your posi-
tions at local schools. Consider 
doing a presentation to a class, 
using your alumni network, or 
helping develop a school-to-work 
program in your industry 
• Employee referrals: Whether you 
have a formal program or not, the 
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> Shaping A New Career Path? 

By Alan Babcock, NCTI 
I started in the cable industry as an 
installer. My on-the-job training last-
ed just a couple weeks, and then I 
went solo. The job was fairly easy to 
learn and the training process was 
adequate for the complexity of the 
skills involved. 
We all followed a similar career 

path: Start as an installer and move 
up. To make more money and gain 
additional responsibility and prestige, 
we climbed the ladder to get further 
and further from the customer until 
we eventually made it to headend 
tech. This model worked for years 
because as jobs became more com-
plex, the knowledge and skills need-
ed for each job on the ladder tended 
to build on the competencies of the 
previous position. 

Well, the time is past due for ques-
tioning this traditional career path. Re-
ality has changed, but our perceptions 
of that reality are a bit slow to change. 

Reality today is that the most com-
plex jobs are at the ends of the net-
work—the headend and the home. 
The skills needed at the ends of the 
network are mindboggling. 
While the ends of the network have 

become more complex, the trans-
portation network between them re-
mains relatively stagnant. That isn't to 
say the network hasn't changed—it 
has. Dense wavelength division multi-
plexing (DWDM), return networks, 
centralized powering and other tech-
nologies are being deployed, but 
when compared to the ends of the 
network, the changes are pretty small. 

These realities make me wonder if 
it isn't time we change the positions 
of the rungs on the career ladder. 
What if we found a way to teach 
entry-level technical workers on less 
complex sets of tasks and expecta-
tions? What if that training could be 
done in just a few weeks (as in the 
old days)? What about a professional 
track for technical workers to recog-
nize their ability to provide exem-
plary service to customers? 

A new model 
Let me suggest the following 

model. The entry point for a techni-
cal worker isn't as an installer. The 
entry level should be as a network 
technician. The network tech is re-
sponsible for working in the plant to 
maintain it's mechanical and electri-
cal reliability. Demand and preventa-
tive maintenance of the network is 
essential. Those of us who have been 
around for a few years most likely 
have experienced the need for more 
effort and resources in the preventa-
tive maintenance area. With the wide 
array of services offered today, relia-
bility is even more critical. 
At least two entry-level positions 

could exist for network technicians: 
one for those more interested in the 
mechanical aspects of plant construc-
tion and maintenance, and one for 
those more inclined or adept in the 
electronic aspects of network support. 
As individuals gain experience and 
knowledge related to network opera-
tions, they could work their way up 
one of three paths. 

One path would be to 
highly skilled network t 
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turnover rate on people you hire as 
referrals typically is substantially 
lower than other hires. Encourage 
your employees to think proactively. 
• Miscellaneous: Put a sign on your vans, 
run a message on your audio response 
unit (ARU). Think outside the box! 
The key to developing a good sourc-

ing program is feeding information to 
the HR department. Let them do the 
legwork, but provide them with strong 
channels to pursue. They are not read-
ing the same materials, meeting the 

same people or joining the same orga-
nizations that you are. You interact 
with a different pool of candidates, and 
observe potential candidates' profes-
sionalism, leadership skills and techni-
cal knowledge. Train your employees 
to take advantage of these opportuni-
ties as they arise, and the quality of 
your candidate pool will improve. 

Training as a retention tool 
Once your new field technicians 

are recruited, training performs a 

critical role in retention 
SCTE Expo, attendees o 
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Thinking Outside the Box 
Recruiting and training your 
technical team may seem daunt-
ing. Here's a quick list of ideas 
that should bear fruit for your 
organization. 
• Adjust your thought process 
about recruiting by defining your 
target market (sourcing), specify-
ing the benefits (marketing), and 
getting ready for a large scale 
rollout (interviewing). 
• Recruiting must be a part of 
every employee's job description. 
• Be proactive. 
• Consider your own service ex-
periences with helpful workers 
as opportunities to recruit. 
Other vehicles for finding peo-
ple include Internet sites, com-
munity involvement, existing 
employees, publications, pro-
fessional associations, schools, 
employee referrals, signs on 

vans and messages on the 
audio response unit (ARU). 
• Keep the human resources (HR) 
department involved. 
• Promote culture change by 
equipping the technical work-
force for the future. 
• Establish a career path for each 
employee. 
• Create a more conducive envi-
ronment for learning by provid-
ing training tools, creating 
consistent core content, using 
a variety of presentation meth-
ods and appealing to multiple 
learning styles. 
• Develop and certify technical 
trainers. 
• Break the "Reasons Not to 
Train" cycle, and make sure 
you offer your employees 
both the commitment and 
necessary time away from 
work to enhance their careers. 

h stile 

environments 

has made Lindsay 

the Industry standard 

• The view that training is an opera-
tional burden—the focus is on train-
ing costs, time lost and the fact that 
the system is shut down for training; 
• Not enough qualified Irainers and 
lack of supervisor an or subject mat-
ter expert (SME) invol ement; and 
• Technicians who are i timidated by 
new technologies. 
Answers to these problems were 

not quick in coming. Where do you 
start? Successfully implemented 
learning and development plans in-
volve a combination or components. 
Two of these components relate to 
retaining employees—producing a 
structure that promotes culture inte-
gration and creating an environment 
conducive to learning. 

Culture integration 
Installers arc installing not only 

traditional video servicçs, but voice 
and data services as we 1. Long-term 
success depends on equ ipping the 
technical workforce to respond to 
the challenges of current and future 

Engineered Solutions ... for the last 

50 Mary Street West, Lindsay, Ontario, Canada K9V 4S7 E-mail: techinfo@hq.lindsayelec.com 
Tel: (705) 324 2196 Tel: (800) 465 7046 Fax: (705) 324 5474 
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Ile RP-MO is a MuIticamer Signal Generator designed hir the achsation and later serification ot the return path in CATV s>stems. 

The unu generates up to tour independent carriers u here trequenc> and output 'incl. can he set b> the user. Combined %sigh a cable T\ anal>ser, for rumple 
the PROMAX-8+. it becomes a highl> useful tool to carts out the TILT measurements in the return path. 

RETURN PATH GENERATOR 

RETURN PATH PILOTS GENERATOR PP-100 

P1 5.13 MHz 95 dBuV on 

P2 10.3 MHz 93 dBuV on 

P3 20.88 MHz 90 dBuV off 

P4 47.19 MHz 100 dBuV on 

'Ile RP- 100 incorporates an ausiliar> RI input to altos% for signals to he ,ontinued si ith other RI' signals. 

EasS tit Um: 

The RP-100 is designed tor minimal set-up and adjustment. lust turning and 

pushing the rotar> selector it is possible tir detine all the configuration para-

meters h_arriers beset and trequenc> I. 

TULSAT 
1605 East Iola 

Broken Arrow, Ok. 74012 
800-331-5997 

Pou er SuppIN 

The PP. HM) is p‘ivtereLl h> internal rechargeable.hatteries. The batter> charger 

is built-in and there is an input connector tor esternal pouoring through a DC* 

adapter. 

F sample rit tilt measurement using a PROM 

NCS INDUSTRIES 
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COMTECH SERVICES 
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Sedalia, MO 65301 

800-467-2588 
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800-551-0096 



technologies. This is what Comcast 
Cable Communications has done by 
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These CommTechs are prepared to 
meet CIIROM f f r ' 11 

i 
arj 
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tu 

the next generation of technicians who 
are highly skilled in adapting to the full 
spectrum of customer needs by deliver-
ing exceptional service and a "one-stop 
shopping" experience. 
CommTech is a skill-based pay pro-

gram that rewards demonstrated skill 

development. The career path consists 

of six levels. Technicians must certify 
through written and practical exams 
before moving to the next level. 

CommTech defines the career paths of 
field technicians. They receive a salary 

increase upon certification. Techni-
cians do not have to wait until a posi-
tion is open to progress to the next 
level. This essentially puts the techni-
cian in charge of his or her career and 
provides more opportunities to move 
up and earn more money. 
For installers and technicians, this 

means jobs have been combined. 

11b 
stallations or trouble calls The 
sta er is no longer the entry-level 
pos Lion, but the "master craftsman," 
capable of fulfilling a variety of cus-
tomer service needs (see related side-
bar, page 58). This is a huge culture 
"change for the technicians and for 
operations. An environment con-

ducive to learning helps to promote 
this change. 

The training environment 
Employing variety in learning meth-

ods while presenting a consistent mes-
sage is not only possible, but also very 
conducive to learning. Taking a hy-
brid approach to learning methods— 
including classroom and instructor-led 
training, Web-based, self-paced and 
multimedia—makes the learning envi-
ronment rich and enjoyable. College 
courses may be incorporated into this 
curriculum. Tuition reimbursement 

Clearup that Headend!! 

Mae 41111111111M1  

REDUNDANT POWER SUPPLY 12 CHANNEL 
(POWERS 16 LNB s) POWER DIVIDER 

"Call us for all your Satellite Powering, 
Routing and Conversion products" 

800-922-9200 
www.megahz.com • engineering@megahz.com 
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rectly supports th L a reten, 
culture. Training is dev 
lar format, which mans ittiltiii, , . qi-, T 

portable. For example, a new tech. 
learns the basic skills to irewire a sine 
family home. Part of this training in-
cludes how to handle the coaxial cable 
and install F-connectors, which is its 
own self-contained minii course. In fu-
ture training modules, si ch as overhead 
and underground drop installation, 
cable handling and F-connector train-
ing will be applicable again. The cable 
and F-connectors module may be in-
serted directly into the course. If the 
technicians are experienced, this "learn-
ing point" may be skipped. 
A consistent approach ensures the 

same message is communicated at each 
location and at each CornmTech level. 
The changing environment, including 
different trainer presentation styles and 
technician learning styles, requires of-
fering more options. Providing options 
through modular development allows 
the trainers to customize for their sys-
tem and for their learner. Courses are 
simpler to schedule because the modu-
lar format allows course rizes to be eas-
ily modified. Providing options also 
allows the learners to customize their 
own career path. 
People have a variety of learning 

styles. Although a specific style is typ-
ically favored, learners n cd to involve 
all the senses in the proc ss—seeing, 
hearing and doing—in o er for learn-
ing to occur. Hybrid envi onments 
provide more appeal to i dividual 
learning styles. Technicia s who are 
actively learning are mor satisfied in 
their job, and more willi to stay. 

Trainer development 
Most of the technical trainers in our 
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Total Headend Switching 
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Operational challenges 
Lack of management ommit-

ment—or the perceived ack—contin-
ues to be a deterrent to aining field 
technicians. Securing q lified train-
ers and training progra s, as well as 
taking employees off th job for class-
es, continues to be a ch lenge. It's 
certain that we need to reak through 
the cycle of reasons not o train. 

Training will help reta n your em-
ployees. But it's not the aining alone. 
Training must be couple with a 
structure that promotes ulture inte-
gration. Create an envir ment con-
ducive to learning. Pro e the 
training tools that make p quality 
courses. Develop and tr n the train-
ers. Offer career growth nd educa-
tional opportunities. Bre k through 
the operational challeng 

You've worked hard to recruit your 
technicians. Don't lose t em! Attach 
training and salary incre es to a ca-
reer path, and add credi for a college 
degree. With such a pla the 
prospects for long-term tention of 
your team are promising CT 

Beth Arnholt is vice presi 
and career development, 
Communications. She ma 
Beth_Arnholt@cable.comc 
Pam Nobles is director of 
learning and development, 
University. She may be re 
Pam_Nobles@cable.comc 
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Plant Extensions 



Engineering Changes in the Finished Plant 
By Jim Chantre 

Cable Constructors, Inc. 

' 

Following sound principles when extending 

an existing plant saves money and time. 

As operators complete major upgrades 
to 750 MHz and 870 MHz, popula-

tion growth and development 
will continue to occur within 

the finished plant. The 
need to incorporate 

plant extensions 
into the existing 

design will 
increase. 
These 
exten-

sions may 
be catego-

rized into three 
types: small exten-

sions entailing pas-
sive devices only, 

medium-sized extensions 
requiring the addition of active 

devices, and major extensions 
with much rework and additions to 
the fiber plant as well. 

Several rules of thumb should be fol-
lowed for all types of plant extensions. 

Small plant extensions 
Small plant extensions typically en-

tail a few spans of new cable and taps, 

and do not require any additional am-
plifiers to design and construct. An 
example is the addition of a few new 
homes or an apartment complex. Be-
cause they are so small, many of these 
changes are designed and built by the 
operator instead of sending them out 
for design and drafting. 
Even though the design is fairly 

simple, remember two important 
things when adding a small exten-
sion. First, follow the original plant 
design specifications. This includes 
maintaining the original forward and 
reverse tap levels, as well as the 
crossover spec and any return condi-
tioning that may be called for. Sec-
ond, make sure that all plant 
changes are documented. 

It is very easy to just get these types 
of extensions designed on site and 
built quickly. However, if the changes 
are not documented and added to the 
master set of prints for the plant, the 
slow process of losing the integrity of 
the system maps will begin. If you 
look at the money that was invested 
in creating an accurate set of system 
maps, the small amount of effort it 

takes to maintain the accuracy of 
these maps is well-spent. 

Medium-sized 
extensions 

Medium-sized extensions require the 
addition of one or more amplifiers to 
build, but are not so large that you'd 
need to add a new fiber node. An exam-
ple is the addition of a small develop-
ment of 20 to 30 homes. Make sure 
adding more amplifiers does not over-
load the existing power supply. If it 
does, the existing power supply may 
have to be relocated or a new one 
added to accommodate the current con-
sumption of the additional amplifiers. 

If the new amplifier(s) are far 
away from the power supply, they 
also should be checked for low oper-
ating voltage. The existing end-of-
line (EOL) plant specs should be 
maintained, and the new amplifiers 
should stay within the maximum 
cascade allowed for the system ar-
chitecture. These types of extensions 
may require some rework of the ex-
isting plant in order to provide sig-
nal to the new area. > 
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Major plant extensions 
Large plant extensions are ones so 

large that they are only served by 
adding another fiber node. An example 
of this is a large new development in a 
node that already is near its maximum 
allowable number of homes passed. 
The two criteria to use when decid-

ing whether to add another fiber 
node are the maximum cascade of 

the system architecture, and the max-
imum house count allowed by the ar-
chitecture. If a plant extension is so 
large that it cannot be designed with-
in the existing maximum amplifier 
cascade, then consider another fiber 
node for this area. Also, if the new 
extension contains so many cus-
tomers that the existing node service 
area now exceeds the maximum al-

ealai.111, r1111•1•1«...• 
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> Handling Exten ons 
As operators corn lete plant up-
grades, they will e a greater 
need to incorpor e plant exten-
sions into their e ting design. 
Follow these gui lines: 
• Be familiar wit and follow 
the original pl t specifica-
tions. 
• A clearly defin tie-point is 
necessary. 
• Check against o erloading the 
existing power pply. 
• The operator sh uld give suf-
ficient lead-tim to get the ex-
tension designe properly. 
• The design hou should pro-
vide a quick tu around and 
be able to handl emergency 
projects. 
• Make sure the master set of 
system maps is updated. 
• Document all changes or ad-
ditions to the fi r plant. 
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against low operating voltages. 
Ideally, if the same company that 

engineered the plant designs the ex-
tensions, that company should al-
ready have a complete set of maps 
for the system and be familiar with 
the design architecture. 
Give the design house enough time 

to complete the mapping and design. 
Conversely, the design house must be 

prepared to respond quickly to situa-
tions that require a quick turnaround. 
An example of quick response is 

when an operator has access to an 
open trench, but only for a short time. 
Designs such as these may immediate-
ly be hand-sketched and faxed out to 
the site for cable installation, and the 
final maps completed and delivered 
later for splicing and activation. Ex-
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tensions should always be drafted 
onto the master set of system maps, 
and not on separate maps of their 
own. A bill of materials for all hard-
ware needed to build the extension 
also should be provide4. 

Other considerations 
The design frequency of the exten-

sion needs to match the design fre-
quency of the plant. However, in a 
situation where the plant is about to 
undergo an upgrade/re 
neering team could des 
sion with the specificat. 
equipment planned for 

This new extension 
temporarily tied into t 
and may have diminis 
mance until a fiber no 
there. Technicians sho 
noise and distortion a 
these reduced levels ar 

A common thing 
As more and more cable systems 

complete their bandwidth upgrades and 
roll out new services, mpst design work 
on their plants incorpo tes new exten-
sions. The operator should provide 
enough information for the engineering 
company to design the xtension, and 
also try to give enough orewarning to 
get the extension properly mapped and 
designed within a reasohable timeframe. 
The designer needs to be familiar 

with all plant specifications and 
make every effort to return exten-
sions in a timely manner, as well as 
be prepared to deal with emergency 
designs that sometim s require an ex-
tremely quick turnar 
importantly, operator 
ment any part of the 
fected or altered by t 
into the master set of 
All fiber documentati 
updated, as well. c T 

uild, the engi-
gn the exten-
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With attendance down and the 
economy slowing, talk at this year's 
National Cable ê« Telecommunica-
tions Association (NCTA) Cable 
2001 Convention in Chicago turned 
almost combative. 
"During downturns, that's the 

time to move ahead aggressively" 
Richard Green, CableLabs president 
and CEO, said during the opening 
general session. "This is the time to 
be aggressive, especially technically" 
From breakfast meetings to techni-

cal sessions to floor demos, Cable 
2001 gave evidence that the indus-
try's technical community is on the 
same wavelength as Green, pushing 
itself to create, deliver and sustain 
the right mix of advanced services. 

Interactive slowdown? 
News of AT&T BroadbandIs deci-

sion to slow down its deployment of 
Motorola DCT 5000 advanced set-
tops broke shortly before the show. 
Sure enough, it created a buzz, rais-
ing questions about the direction of 
interactive TV (ITV). 

Motorola's own message was bull-
ish. While introducing three new 

5000-class set-tops and a digital con-
vergence platform (DCP) line of con-
sumer terminals, the company 
underscored its commanding position 
in the current installed base with the 
announcement that it had shipped its 
15 millionth digital set-top. 
Today's operators are making a 

careful study of what services they 
want to offer tomorrow, Dave Robin-
son, Motorola BCS president, said. 
As they decide, they'll buy 
both thick and thin . • 
boxes, he predicted. 

Leveraging the in- ....... ••• 
stalled base seems to be 
today's strategy "Right 
now, the (DCT) 5000 is 
not economic," Kim 
Kelly, executive vice 
president, chief operat-
ing officer, and chief fi-
nancial officer for 
Insight Communica-
tions, said. "The (DCT) 
2000 is a workhorse, and 
customer satisfaction has 
soared," she said. 
Stock in the DCT 

2000 class is rising in 
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part because developers have t rned 
it into an outlet for their inte ctive 
apps. Liberate Technologies, r in-
stance, deployed with Insight 
Kentucky and Ohio, using So 
Media's local content and vid -on-
demand (VOD) from Diva. Li rate 
also showed its pre-integrated olu-
tions with VOD providers n BE, 
Concurrent and SeaChange 
From the start, WorldGa had 
aimed its ITV services the 
installed base. At the CTA 
show, it announced Ta orna, 
Wash., as its next depl y-
ment with AT&T. Usi the 
DCT 2000, WorldGate will 
enable AT&T's digital ubs 
to interact with progra s 
and ads, send e-mail a d 
make purchases. The s rvice 
includes other features such 
as current information from 
The Weather Channe a 
digital photo app from DS 
Group and PictureVisi n, 
and local theatre listing from 
Zap2it Movies. 
So when Will AT&T de oy 
high-end boxes? > 
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"Go talk to customers," Dan Somers, 
CEO of AT&T Broadband, said. Having 
already done so, he said VOD and per-
sonal video recorder (PVR) functionali-
ty are in demand. 

Make it sticky 
Somers denied that the loss, or 

churn, of digital subscribers posed a 
severe threat to AT&T's cable opera-
tions. "If you look at our digital churn 
and our basic churn, there's not a 
whole lot of difference." 
But including VOD and PVR func-

tionality in one package, as his cus-
tomers recommend, is clearly one way 
to make digital service more "sticky" (a 
term adopted from the dot.com world 
that connotes customer retention). 
The "sticky" app is, accordingly, a 

territory that many vendors are seek-
ing simultaneously to occupy. 
PVR technology, for example, is po-

sitioning itself to support VOD de-
ployments. Tim Elliot, senior director 
for systems architecture for Keen 
Personal Media, delivered a paper ar-
guing that a hybrid system consisting 
of set-tops with integrated PVR stor-
age may optimize the capability of a 
headend VOD solution. The trick here 
is to download the first 15 minutes of 
every premium access program into 
the local drive in the set-top. 
VOD provider nCUBE, on the other 

hand, demonstrated a full-blown head-
end-based approach, which enables op-
erators to store a week's programming 
for up to 200 digital channels on 
nCUBE's n4 servers, giving the sub-
scriber full VCR-like functionality. 
Whichever way VOD scales, AT&T 

Broadband [abs' Mark Cronshaw ar-
gued against using the telephony-

(left) Attending the NCTA Chairman's Reception (left to right):John Hildebrand, 
vice president, multimedia technology, Cox Communications; Karen Lennon, 
CEO, Beyond 7 Interactive Media; Dick Green, chairman, CableLabs; and David 
Fellows, principal, Pilot House Ventures. 
(below) CNBC anchor Sue Herera moderates a panel with (left tq right) Brian 
Roberts, president, Comcast; Jerry Kent, president and CEO, Charter; Mel Karmazin, 
president and COO, Viacom; and C. Michael Armstrong, chaimin and CEO, AT&T. 
(far below) U.S. House Speaker Dennis Hastert and Convent on Chairman Jerry 
Kent open the Cable 2001 exhibit floor. 

based Erlang-B traffic 
model, because it is like-
ly to overestimate block-
ing probability. Instead, 
calibrate according to ac-
tual, time-varying VOD 
session traffic, he said. 

S-A's new weapon 
"Immediate access to 

information"—that's what 
subscribers told systems provider Sci-
entific-Atlanta they wanted from their 
cable operators. As a result, S-A 
launched InView, an ITV information 
app offering flexible news, information 
and entertainment aboard the Explorer 
set-top platform. ScreamingMedia is 
the first announced provider of cus-
tomized content for this service. 
On other fronts, S-A announced 

that Comcast had picked it to help 
the operator meet its goal of providing 
VOD access in a phased rollout to as 
many as two million homes. 
The secret weapon to S-As ITV 

strategy is arguably PowerTV, its 
homegrown middleware division. In 
another technical paper, PowerTV 
CTO Dr. Ken Morse reviewed the en-
gineering challenges "from inception 
to delivery" of a software platform 
targeted for the Explorer 2000 class 
and above. 
What drives success? "Memory man-

agement cannot be stressed enough," 
Morse said. Another prerequisite is an 
"optimized, integrated software stack." 

More stickiness 
Many ITV developer 

included communicati 
such as e-mail, in thei 
players are expanding 
Comverse unveiled • 

way to provide unified 
TV, short message servi 
saging, Web-originated 
and even ITV telephon 
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addressed the need to minimize dis-
crepancies in audio levels between ana-
log and digitally tiered programming. 
"A 10 dB difference is definitely going 
to generate a phone call," he said. 
Add home networking to the sticky 

list. It's another way for operators to 
differentiate themselves and compete 
on more than price, Don Apruzzese, di-
rector of business development for 

semiconductor technology provider 
ShareWave, said. But he warned: "Your 
competition is looking at it, and in 
some cases they are ahead of you." 

Demographics, please 
While consumers decide what 

sticks, operators are looking to max-
imize the value of both their high-
end subs and the plant that serves 

When it comes to troubleshooting and locating return 

path ingress, Tempo's RFM151 Broadband Analyzer gives 

reason to celebrate. With its unique Ingress Monitor 

Mode and ability to minimize forward path signal 

overload, low level ingress measurements can be made 

in common path locations — resulting in superb ingress 

detection. Try Tempo's RFM151 today and you'll be 

enjoying many happy returns. 

Tern 
800-642-2155 

760-598-5634 (fax) 

www.tempacomm.com 

them. One company t 
help is Navic Networ 
top Data Services (SDS) 
wrest more efficiency fr 
Using a tiny client o 

centralized database m 
proves existing data tra 
ties, Terri Swartz, vice 
marketing for Navic Ne 
To what end? Applicati 
set-top monitoring and 
audience measurement, 
advertising and digital 
Another start-up see 

attractively self-selected 
of digital cable subs is 
which announced its thi 
S3 Ad Engine that gives 
ability to target comme 
ences of individuals or s 

Beefing up its own t 
portfolio, interactive s 
frastructure player Op 
nered with Predictive 
creator of anonymous 
models of user prefere 
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aving the best selection 
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choice. From light duty 

to heavy duty grade level 
enclosures and everything in 
between, including durable 
high density polyethylene and 
rugged polymer concrete, 
Carson has more products and 
more experience (30+ years) 
than anyone else ... engineer-
ing support that's nothing short 
of outstanding... and 16 
nationwide shipping points 
strategically placed for faster 
service. 
Next time you have a vault 

application, ask Carson. Call or 
contact us today at 
www.carsonind.com. 



Programmers and vendors vie for attention on Cable 2001's exhibit floor. 

While the regulatory and business 
challenges of open access are confus-
ing, the largest multiple system opera-
tors (MS0s) have now completed 
initial trials, with vendors now offering 
to help them open their plants to mul-
tiple Internet service providers (ISPs). 

Terayon, for instance, announced 
that it has added support for multi-
protocol label switching (MPLS) to its 
BE 2000 broadband access system. 
MPLS is an Internet protocol (IP) 
technology that has gained currency 
as a way to facilitate open access. 

ADC also demonstra 
to this problem, using i 
IP Access Platform and 
lyzer and related famil 
A panel sponsored b 

Systems addressed the 
open access, a topic mu 
biguous answers to suc 
tions as, "Who owns th 
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the basic Internet and roll out more 
profitable services instead. 
A founding member of CableLabs' 

Cable B2B Consortium, the initiative 
developing cable data service stan-
dards, Ellacoya is busy developing al-
liances. The company highlighted the 
integration of its Premium Services De-
livery System with Portal Software's 
Infranet customer management and 
billing platform. It also announced an 
alliance with RapidStream, a virtual 
private networking (VPN) and firewall 
appliance developer. 

Improving return path 
The more data headed into the 

cable plant, the more will be headed 
back out again. Thus, another rea-
son for improving the return path. 

Digital return stands out as a "rule 
changer," contends S-As Robert 
Collmus, who argued that the tech-
nology increases bandwidth, im-
proves performance and lowers 
mean-time-to-repair (MTTR). 

Bolstering his claim was an example 

of S-As baseband digital re-
turn (bdr) solution that 
lowered transmitter counts 
and fiber by 50 percent 
each and altogether elimi-
nated optical amplifiers. 
Another approach to 

return path came from 
Ofir Shalvi, manager of 
advanced technologies 
for Texas Instruments 
Broadband Communi-
cations Group. Shalvi 
presented information on 
a new generation of cable 
modem and cable modem 
termination systems 
(CMTSs) that use an upstream tech-
nology, HI PHY Lite, an advanced 
time division multiple access 
(TDMA) scheme. 
HI PHY Lite increases the up-

stream capacity and improves ro-
bustness to common channel 
impairments, while maintaining full 
Data Over Cable Service Interface 
Specification (DOCSIS) backward 
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TRAINING 
By the NCTI 

Electrons and Electricity, 
Part 
This month's installment continues a series on 
electrons and electricity. The material is adapted from 
a lesson in NCTI's Installer Technician Course. © NCTI 
The electrical force that causes the directed flow of elec-
trons is called electromotive force (emf). Two other terms 
used to refer to emf are potential difference and voltage. 

Electromotive force is a common term for the electrical 
force that motivates electrons to move in a conductor such 
as a wire. According to Coulomb's law, like charges repel 
and unlike charges attract. In a battery, the negative end 
pushes electrons into the wire, while the positive end at-
tracts electrons into the battery (see Figure 1). This push-
and-pull action creates the movement of electrons in the 
wire that is called directed current flow The electrical 
pressure that causes the electrons to move is emf. 

Potential difference is the algebraic difference between 
the individual electrical potentials of two points. The word 
potential refers to the amount of charge of a point with re-
spect to a reference point (usually ground). The coulomb 
is the unit used to indicate the amount of charge at a 
point. A point that gains or loses 6.28 x 10 18 electrons will 
have either a negative or positive charge of 1 coulomb, re-
spectively. Note that the amount of 1 coulomb passing a 
given point in 1 second equals 1 ampere. 
Because electrons repel each other due to their similar 

charges, they tend to move from a place where there are 
many electrons to a place where there are few electrons. 
The negative terminal of a battery has an excess of elec-
trons, while the positive terminal has a deficiency. This po-
tential difference of electron quantities results in an emf 
that causes directed current flow. 
But what about two charges that are both negative or both 

positive? Will there be current flow, and if so, in which di-
rection will it go? Notice that in Figure 2 the positive termi-
nal of the battery is closest to the left end of the carbon rod, 
and the negative terminal is closest to the right end. 

Notice that the greatest difference of potential is between 
the ends of the carbon rod. By placing numerical values on 
the amount of charge at various points on the rod, you can 
see that the largest charges are on the ends, with the mid-
dle sections having the smallest charges. The difference be-
tween the ends would measure 10 points. As stated 
previously, electrons always move from negative to posi-
tive. Here you can see that electron movement is from the 
most negative to the least negative, and from the least pos-
itive to the most positive areas. 
The difference between -3 and -5 is 2, which is enough to 

ELECTROMOTIVE FORCE 

The negative end of trie battery 
shes (repels) electron into the wire 

The positive end of the batte-y 
pulls (attracts) electrons into the oattery 

result in electron movement. The same is true for +3 and 
+5. Notice that electrons always move in the came direction, 
whether they are moving from a negative point to a positive 
point, from a less positive point to a more positive point, or 
even from a more negative point to a less negative point. Of 
course, if two charges are equal, no electron movement will 
occur. This is because no difference of potential exists be-
tween them, and thus no electromotive force exists to cause 
the electrons to move. CT 
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Ingress hides in traffic... 

but that doesn't mean it's not there, slowing down your 
internet services, disrupting return path communications, 
frustrating your subscribers. You can monitor ingress in 
empty bandwidths and make guesses about what's happening 
in occupied bands, but your business is growing fast, and those 
empty bands aren't going to stay empty for long. When they're full 
how are you going to keep an eye on ingress? 

There's only one answer...TraffiControl rm 

The TRILITHIC GuardianTM Return Path Maintenance System is 
the only return path monitoring system with TraffiControlTm. 
A DSP breakthrough, TraffiControl removes legitimate return path 
signals as Guardian scans your system, providing you with a clear 
view of noise and ingress. The Guardian System alerts you to 
ingress outbreaks and transmits the ingress spectrum to your 
Guardian 9580 SSA Field Units. Your technicians will 
be solving the problem before your subscribers even notice 
a disruption. Call TRILITHIC for more information. 
You'll see for yourself - ingress can't hide from TraffiControl. 

9202 E. 33rd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46235 USA • 317.895.3600 
800.344.2412 • fax 317.895.3613 • http://www.trilithic.com 

TraffiControl now bdilable On Trillthic's Guardian' 9580 Return Path Rnalyzer 

GURDLNTM 
SYSTEM 

Return Path Maintenance Technology 

TRILITHIC 
INNOVATIVE ENGINEERING 

Give Trili-thic a call for more information. 



MARKETPLACE 

Editor's 
_...ersci,s_ki Note: All the 

products in 
4i;aiists this month's 

Marketplace section were 
finalists in the 2001 
Readers' Choice Awards. 

DISTRIBUTED 
CMTS 
Motorola's distributed broadband mod-
ule (DBM) 2000 moves the cable 
modem termination system (CMTS) 
out of the headend towards the node. 
The simple network management pro-
tocol (SNMP)-capable module fits into 
the SG2 Optical Node and can provide 
either copper or fiber to the customer. 
The DBM 2000 is especially relevant for 
areas without a fully loaded headend or 
for systems aiming to increase down-
stream bandwidth to individual sub-
scribers. For more information, contact 
the company at (800) 523-6678, or 
visit www.motorola.com/broadband. 

OPEN ACCESS SO 
RiverDelta Networks' hardware-
based, distributed policy-based rout-
ing and multi-protocol label 
switching (MPLS) per-flow control 
enables scalable open access support-
ing multiple Internet service 
providers (ISPs), subscribers and ser-
vices over a broadband network. The 
product works in conjunction with 
RiverDelta's BSR 64000 router/cable 
modem termination system (CMTS), 

LUTION 
which examines 
fields within 
packets at wire-
line speeds to 
determine appro-
priate routing 
and quality of 
service (QoS). 
For more information, 
company at (978) 858 
www.riverdelta.com. 

contact the 
2300, or visit 

OPTICAL SERVICES MANAGE 
Motorola's Op- dense wavelength di 
tical Services 
Manager 
(OSM) 4800 is 
an integrated, 
synchronous 
optical net-
work/synchro-
nous digital 

hierarchy (SONET/SDH)-based, 

ing (DWDM)-enabled 
platform optimized fo 
port. It supports voice 
video services, while 
width-efficient statisti 
ing to SONET's physic 
more information, co 
pany at (800) 523-66 
www. motorola.com/br 

'on multiplex-
ulti-service 

data trans-
data and 
'nging band-
1 multiplex-
1 layer. For 
ct the corn-
, or visit 
adband. 
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It's Not Just Abut 
Security Anymc re. 

Benefits of Locking Terminators  

Preserves the Return Loss of the Tap 
Improves Thru Line and Port Response Flatness 
Protects Against Loss of Revenue 

Unique Features or Signal Vision Locking Terminato  

All Brass Construction 
High Return Loss 
Capacitor Protected 
Hard Soldered Ground 
Bright Tin Plated 
F-Port Meets SCTE Specificatioi., 
U.S. Patent Protected 

For a Complete System Impact Report 

Call (800) 531-3196 

84 08101 



New & Refurbished 

Head End, Line Gear & Passives 

Nodes 
Lasers 

Trunk Amps 
Line Extenders 
Reverse Amps 
GainMaker 

Headend Controls 
8610X 

Converter Boxes 

330-860 MHZ 

System II & Ill 
Triples/Duals 
Singles/Quads 

GainMakersm 
Line Extenders 
Trunk Amps 
Reverse Amps 

Passives 

TULSAT 

Authorized 

1 
Scientific 
Atlanta 

Distributor 

SAP 
Stereo 
Demods 

Processors 
Receivers 
Modulators 
PowerVu 

System Manaer 
8656X Scrambler 

HEAD END 

6340 6330 
6350 9220 
6335 9270 
9280 6380 
9650 9660 
6390 6140 
6150 6130 
6250 6270 

We Specialize in Original SA EQs, Pads & AGCs 

HeadEnd Passives RMF Excess 

Authorized 
Tulsat 

Authorized 
Tulsat 

Authorized 
Tulsat 

Authorized 
Tulsat 

800-331-5997 FAX 918-251-1138 
1605 East Iola, Broken Arrow, Ok. 74012 
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Co! 

finalists 

CABLE VOICE ADAPTER 

The Cisco Systems CVA122 Cable 
Voice Adapter features two voice 
ports, one Ethernet port and one 
universal serial bus (USB) port. The 
CVA122 supports a variety of call 

Antronix°+TVC.Lommunications =lickitysplit 

CMC3000 

The new CMC3000 is built with Cam Port, the first auto-seizing 

"F" port. These Major MSO-approved drop splitters have an 

excellent return loss and isolation. Other features include: 

V Unmatched 2nd harmonic performance 

V Silver-plated housing and back cover 

V Stable temperature ranges of —40° to +I 40° 

V Sealed "F" ports that 
exceed 30 psi 

V 6KV ring wave surge 

protection on all ports 

Delivering the Future of Communications 

Corporate Office: 800 Airport Road, Rnnuille, PR 17003 USA 

(717) 838-3306 • www.tucinc.com 

Northeast - Hershey, PR 
Central-Indianapolis, IN West-San Clemente, CR 
Southwest-Houston, TH Southeast-Sarasota, FL 

TUC Technology Center - Chambersburg, PR 

signaling protocols an 
protocol (IP) routing 
ports routing informa 
(RIP) and network ad 
tion for added securit 
address preservation. 
CableLabs-certified to 
and is DOCSIS 1.1-re 
information, contact t 
(408) 526-4000, or vi 
www.cisco.com/go/ca 

an Internet 
ode that sup-
on protocol 
ress transla-
and network 
he device is 
OCSIS 1.0 
y. For more 
e company at 

e. 

ENHANCED 
SECURITY 
CABLE MODEM 

The PipeRider HM204 
curity cable modem fr 
adds security to the u 
ternet devices, as well 
tunity for service pro 
deliver value-added se 
family filters and secu 
grades. Ericsson has i 
faWare's Safe@Home c 
firewall security softw 
CableLabs' certified m 
ditional information, 
www.ericsson.com/cab 

enhanced se-
m Ericsson 
rs' home In-
s the oppor-
ers to 
ces, such as 

ty policy up-
egrated So-
nsumer 
e into this 
dem. For ad-
sit 
emodems. 
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Are you a 

You could be. 

BIGPIPE Xchange brings communication for buyers 

and sellers right to your desk. Vendors can offer 

products on a cost-effective basis and buyers can 

compare products in an efficient manner. Visit us on 

the web and you can know it all today. 

know 
All e 

Paul Levine 
plevine@bigpipe.com 

303-271-1234 
www.bigpipe.com 

IMMb,.. 



MARKETPLACE 

unicatà-0,11s few' 
war 

' finalists 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT 
Incognito Software's IP Comman-
der 3.2 delivers multi-platform dy-
namic host configuration protocol 
(DHCP) management software for 
high-speed network administration 
and auto-configuration of modems. 

Telsey+TVCcommunications®= enhancedmeasuring 

ENHANCE 
MEASURING 
AND MORE! 

telecommuneions 

With 16, 64, 256 QAM and a 
5-860 MHz input band, the 

Telsey DMA 122 Enhanced has 
an RF analog range up to 

60dBmV, a fast all channel sweep 
and the capability for IF 

measurements. Other features 
include enhanced sensitivity, a 
selectable internal low noise 
input amplifier, and easy menu 

driven navigation, all housed in a 
very rugged handheld device with 

a rechargeable NiMh battery. 

Upgrades for DMA 120s 

also available! 

Delivering the Future of Communications 

Corporate Office: 800 Airport Road, Rnnuille, PR 17003 USA 

(717) 838-3306 • www.tucinc.com 

Northeast - Hershey, PR 

Central-Indianapolis, IN West-San Clemente, CR 

Southwest-Houston, TH Southeast-Sarasota, a 
TUC Technology Center - Chambersburg, PR 

SOFTWARE 

«?1, 

— 

E 

l 
• 

Sophisticated rules 
based tools enable IP 
to maintain data inte 
ploying Internet prot 
vice, while its proacti 
tools continuously m 
work's health. All IP 
name server (DNS) se 
managed from one gr 
face. For more info 
the company at (800) 
visit www.incognito.c 

nd policy-
ommander 
ty while de-
ol (IP) ser-
e diagnostic 
nitor a net-
d domain 
ices are 

phical inter-
tion, contact 
77-1856, or 
m. 

FIELD LEAKAGE 
DETECTOR 
ComSonics' Sniffer Sha ow is frequen-
cy agile with 40 channe available for 
selection at one time. In its monitoring 
mode, the 
Shadow will 
warble when 
leakage is dis-
covered. In its 
measuring 
mode, the 
Shadow deliv-
ers leakage 
measurement 
in nV/m. It in-
cludes more 
than 100 hours 
of operation in 
monitoring 
mode and more 
than eight hours in mZ. ring mode, 
comes in a form factor n larger than 
today's cellular phones, d features a 
recharge port that doubl as a serial 
connection port. 
For more information, contact the 

company at (800) 336-9 1, or visit 
www.comsonics.com. 
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New 
From 1 fBroadband Service Technician Resources for Training 

' I I 

A Practical Guide to 
Broadband 
Network 

Calculations 

It TM-11 
Member SII0 

Nonmember SI30 

A Logical Approach to 

Broadband 
Service 

Obstacles 

Item TM-11 
Member SIS 

Nonmember 530 

Customer 
Service 

Essentials 
forToday'sTechnical Personnel 

Item IM-23 
Member 54e 

Nonmember 548 

Foundations for Delivering 

Quality 
Broadband 

Services 

Item TM-14 
Member SIM 

Nonmember 5115 

A ••••Aeal OJAI* le 

Broadband 
Network 
Calculations 

A Logical Apimsanh te 

Customer 
Service 
Essentials 

111•11.1ell 11•11m1.•11.4.1.0.Vdd 

Foundations for Delivering 

Quality 
Broadband 
Services 

• e 1 eel. lei 

Student Manuals 

Instruct technicians in the fundamentals 
of cable math and network powering.  

Teach your team the five basic steps 
for broadband troubleshooting. 

Walk your workforce through everything 
from customer relations to product 
knowledge and job accountability.  

Train your field service technicians on testing, 
troubleshooting and conceptual knowledge  

Call 800-542-5040 or visit www.scte.orgl order 
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WIRELESS CABLE 
The DL-5800 Wireless Cable Access 
Radio from Wifeless Bypass is a last-
mile solution for high-speed Internet 
connections using cable infrastructure. 
It provides operators the ability to offer 
wireless high-speed Internet services 

TempoTektronix +TVCcommunications°=checkmorc 

SignalScout 
CHECKS IT OUT! 

y Tempo 

Itiletronix 

Find problems and 
perform maintenance 
anywhere in the network with 
this high-performance field tool. 
SignalScout provides all basic 
signal level measurements plus 
new spectrum analysis, 
ingress and digital channel 
RF measurement capabilities. 

Call us for a 
demonstration. 

Delivering the Future of Communications 

The Signal Level Meter 
RFMI51 

Nalimire 
mmunications 

Corporate Office: 800 Airport Road, Rnnuille, PR 17003 USA 

(717) 838-3306 • www.tucinc.com 

Northeast - Hershey, PR 
Central-Indianapolis, IN West-San Clemente, CH 
Southwest-Houston, TH Southeast-Sarasota, a 

TUC Technology Center - Chambersburg, PR 

ACCESS 
from any point 
in the cable net-
work, in point-
to-point, or 
point-to-multipoint co 
solution leverages the u 
band, making permane 
rary installations attrac 
cost and deployment s 
more information, con 
at Phone (603) 870-62 
www.wireless-bypass.co 

gurations. The 
censed U-NII 
t and tempo-

from both a 
dpoint. For 
the company 
, or visit 

DESIGN MAP TOOL 
AM Communications' M pVault is a 
Web-based storage syste4i that allows 
distributed secure access o network de-
sign maps across an In et, a virtual 
private network (VPN), r the Internet. 
MapVaules auto-extracti engines 
"crawl" the design maps, extractIng 
equipment inventory ho es passed, 
miles, and detailed topol gy. The topolo-
gy interface identifies act4re and passive 
elements between home 4nd headend 
and aids advanced root use analysis or 
event correlation. For m infomiation, 
contact the company at ($00) 248-9004, 
or visit www.amconun.c 

RATE SENSING 
TRANSPONDER 
The Synduonous 
ChromaSpan 
Transponder can im-
prove the efficiency of 
metropolitan dense 
wavelength division 
multiplexing 
(DWDM) systems, or 
enhance the perfor-
mance of non-DWDM le cy equipment 
by converting optical si between 
1200 and 1600 nm to I wavelength 
signals. The unit offers an utomatic rate 
sensing capability with cl k and data 
recovery at 155 Mbps, 62 Mbps, 1.25 
Gbps and 2.5 Gbps, or at onesponding 
OC rates. The transponde is available at 
100 GHz spacing and on e 50 GHz 
grid with wavelength loc g. For more 
information, call (800) 65 -6750, or 
visit www.syngroup.com. 

90CT013101 



SUE (11) 

WOMEN IN CABLE 
& TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

O 

Tchnology 

2001 
WOMEN IN 

TECHNOLOGY 
AWARD NOMINATION FORM 

Past Recipients: 
2000 

1999 

1998 

1997 

1996 

1995 

Margaret Gaillard 
AT&T Broadband 

Sally Kinsman 
Motorola 

Sheri Sharp 
Cox Communications 

Yvette Gordon 
Sea Change International, Inc. 

Pam Nobles 
Comcast 

Pam Arment 
Pamela J. Arment Consulting 

The annual Women in Technology Award recognizes and honors 

leading women in technology positions within the cable and telecommunica-

tions community and creates visibility for all women in technical careers. Each 

year it identifies and acknowledges the achievements of one woman who has 

demonstrated outstanding personal and professional growth and has con-

tributed significantly to the industry. 

To Be Eligible: 

• Open to all women in a technical field of cable television, broadband 

and telecommunications. 

• Current national SCTE member and current national WICT member. 

Factors of Consideration: 

• Demonstrates meaningful contribution to the industry. 

• Exhibits high level of knowledge, skills, and professionalism. 

• Committed to community and/or professional activities that enhance the 

perception of the cable and telecommunications industry in general, and 

women in technology specifically. 

• Exhibits commitment to professional development and continuing 

education. 

• Attends SCTE and VVICT conferences. 

To nominate someone online, please visit http://www.wict.org/wit or complete the following information: 

Nominee . 

Company:  

Address:  

Telephone: 

E-mail: 

Title: 

PLEASE ATTACH A DETAILED EXPLANATION OF WHY YOU ARE NOMINATING THIS PERSON. (MINIMUM OF 250 WORDS) 

Nominator: 

Company: Title: 

Address: 

Telephone: 

E-mail: 

Mail or fax to be received by August 24, 2001 to: 
Parthavi Das • Women in Cable & Telecommunications • 230 West Monroe, Suite 2630 • Chicago, IL 60606 

Phone: (312) 634-5270 • Fax: (312) 634-2345 
E-mail: pdas@wictorg 



Exclusive Member Benefit of the 

Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers 

Communications 
léchnology 

What the 
Leaders Read! 

,  
-1/4C,Ty s PIPELINE  

Shaping Today's Cable Engineer 
Into Tomorrow's 

Broadband Executive 

Communications 
Echnology 

International 

To subscribe, contact the SCTE at (800) 542-5040 or 
membership@scte.org. 

To advertise, contact Jerry Gunderson at 
(800) 325-0156 ext 16 or jgunderson a pbimedia.com. 
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Technology 
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fi 
DVB-ASI 

TRANSPORT 

SYSTEM 

The Synchronous Digital Video 
Broadcast Asynchrono4s Serial Inter-
face (DVB-ASI) Trans rt System pro-
vides optical transmission of 
video-on-demand (VO) signals. The 
system digitally multip 
Mbps DVB-ASI signals 
speed data stream usin 
length laser for transm 
dense wavelength di 
ing (DWDM) networ 
data streams can be op 
plexed up to 32 wavel 
total capacity of 128 D 
over a single fiber. For 
tion, contact the comp 
659-6750, or visit 

alists 

exes four 270 
nto a high-
an ITU wave-
ion over 

on multiplex-
. The DVB-ASI 
'cally multi-
gths, for a 
ASI streams 

ore informa-
y at (800) 
syngroup.com. 

WIRELESS LAN 

ROUTER 

f 

Colubris Networks' C 
local area network (LA 
wireless technology to i 
computers, and features 
play design and an intel 
ration wizard that spee 
The CN100 provides 1 
cryption on all transm 
nate eavesdropping and 
It also includes a comp 
wall to block unwanted 
The device also supp 

private networking (VP 
information, contact Co 
works at (450) 680-166 
www.ColubrisNetworks 

100 Wireless 
) router uses 
terconnect 
a plug-and-
gent configu-
provisioning. 
bit WEP en-
ons to elimi-
top intruders. 
hensive fire-
ntemet traffic. 
rts virtual 
). For more 
bris Net-
, or visit 
corn. 
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SG{ 
Become a member of SCTE (for only $48!) and watch your 

career soar. As a member, you'll have access to important 

resources—education and training, certification programs, 

industry news, a network of technical peers, leadership 

opportunities, awards and scholarships—that will help you 

take your career to new heights. 

You'll also join a community of more than 17,000 broadband 

engineers, managers, technicians and installers worldwide who 

rely on SCTE to navigate their way to professional success. 

Land the job of 
your dreams 

And now, when you become a member 

of SCTE, you'll benefit from our newest 

member resource— 

an exclusive online Job Bank 

featuring the industry's most exciting 

engineering and technical positions from 

broadband's top employers. 

The sky's the limit 

Call 800-542-5040 or 
visit www.scte.org 
to join SCTE today. 



MARVNELSON 
CTEMESSAGE 

Updated Seminars For 
New Applications 

As your technical training resource, 
the SCTE strives to keep its semi-
nars current. We continually update 
our seminars to provide you with 
both a focus on the latest technolo-
gies and a foundational base to see 
how new technologies fit into the 
big picture. 

This fall, we'll debut three complete-
ly updated seminars that address the 
fastest changing areas in the industry. 

Zeroing in on coax 
The first seminar, which we're of-

fering Sept. 11-13 in Seattle and Nov. 
6-8 in Philadelphia, is "Coaxial Plant 
Design and Operation." It's tailored 
for advanced technicians and engi-
neers who want to understand all of 
the issues involved in the coax por-
tion of HFC networks and the tech-
nology being applied today. 

We'll teach you the evolution and 
hardware configuration of the net-
work, and what present architectures 
look like. Then we zero in on the 
coax portion, covering amplifier sys-
tems, powering and test and measure-
ment. You'll learn the concepts 
behind plant design plus mainte-
nance and operation fundamentals. 

Digital springboard 
The "Basics of Digital and High-

Speed Data" course—to be offered 
Nov. 7-8 in Indianapolis, Ind., and 
Dec. 4-5 in Hartford, Conn.—is a 
seminar that examines each of the 
component pieces converging as 
input into the digital network. It also 
will demonstrate how they are as-

sembled together so you understand, 
for example, how Data Over Cable 
Service Interface Specification (DOC-
SIS) cable modems work over this 
digital network, and what future net-
works are going to look like with 
voice, video and data all being of-
fered over the same platform. 
This seminar focuses on analyzing 

local and wide area digital networks 
and equipping you with the founda-
tional knowledge you'll need to 
launch the new services that play 
over them. Some of the elements dis-
cussed are Ethernet, transmission 
control protocol/Internet protocol 
(TCP/IP) and the devices that operate 
at the physical layer. This course will 
not teach you to be a digital network 
engineer, but it will give you a good 
springboard from which to launch 
into any digital discussion. It's perfect 
for technicians who want to gain a 
solid understanding of all of the ele-
ments of the digital network and how 
those elements fit together. 

Focus on fiber 
Coming to Chicago Oct. 9-11, "Op-

tical Fiber in the HFC Plant" is not 
an entry-level seminar. Rather, it's de-
signed for fiber technicians and engi-
neers who really want to focus on 
and learn more about what's going on 
now with optical architectures. This 
seminar does offer some introductory 
instruction on optical theory but only 
as a backdrop for understanding how 
new applications, like dense wave-
length division multiplexing 
(DWDM), and current architectures, 

like star and ring, fit t 
optics is a field that's s 
dous change and grow 
several years. This sers 
basics of optical fiber 
centrating on the char 
modern architectures t 
how to use them appr 

Telephony and 
the return path 

Earlier this year, we 
duced two new semina 
turn Path" course expl 
set-up, certification an 
ing for the reverse syst 
telephony courses—"F 
of Telephony," "HFC T 
"IP Telephony"—detail 
tion over the public s 
phone network (PSTN 
fiber/coax (HFC) and 
networks. Both also are 
throughout the fall, wit 
ny series (you may atte 
nation in the series) hi 
Washington, D.C. on S 
Boston on Sept. 18-20, 
13-15, and Miami on D 
return path seminars wi 
Sept. 18-20 in St. Louis 
Atlanta, and Dec. 11-1 

Giving you the knowl 
to stay current is always 
ty. For more infonnatiori 
seminars, call (800) 842 
our Web site at www.sct 

gether. Fiber 
en tremen-
h over the last 
nmar covers the 
hile also con-
teristics of 
show you 
riately. 

lso intro-
s. The "Re-
ins design, 
troubleshoot-
m. A series of 
ndamentals 
lephony" and 
call comple-
tched tele-
hybrid 
anaged IP 
offered 
the telepho-
d any combi-
ing 
Pt. 11-13, 
allas on Nov. 
c. 4-6. The 
1 be held 
Oct. 16-18 in 
in New York. 
dge you need 
ur top priori-
about SCTE's 
040 or visit 

.org. CT 

Man, Nelson is vice prest 
programs for SCTE. He 
at mnelson@scte.org. 

lent, technical 
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DROPCHECK' 62" 

PREMISE END 

Meets NEC Code for powered coax 
... save lime, save money. 

dband 
ommunications 

LLC 

301 101h S1 reel NW #E-106 Conover NC 28613 • (828) 464-9012 
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TELEPHCNECABLE SYSTEMS 
COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

BROADBAND APPLICATIONS • INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS 

Custom sizes and lengths are our specialty 

All products made to Bell Labs and ASTM 
specifications 

Warehouses in California, Idaho, Texas and 
W. Virginia; New Jersey Production Facility 

Wire certifications available upon request 

Stoc k Sizes 

• .045" - 302 
• .045" - 430 
• .045" - 316 
• .038" - 302 
• .061" - 430 
• .065" - 430 

NOW ISO 9001:2000 CERTIFIED! 

CWP is committed to bringing you the FINEST 
quality lashing wire when YOU need it. 

(«- fi Any size order, large or small 
fi Custom orders to specification ! 
fi Same day service available 
BEST prices in the industry! 

Call for information on a sales representative 
in your area: (908) 689-1212 

prCentury Wire Products Corp 
51 South Lincoln Avenue 
Washington, NJ 07882 

«100% Female Owned and Operated" 
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al L Electronics LLC 

I Bet You 
Know Us 

By Our Products, 
but probably not by our name 

As an OEM supplier. 
we've supplied over 25 million 
splitters and over 100 million 
connectors through many of 
your most popular distributors 

The Technology Behind 
The Products You Use 

2935 Golf Course Dr. 
Ventura, California 93003 USA 

(800) 628-4511 
(805) 339-9060 

FAX (805) 339-9064 
www.hollandelectronics.com 

WEBCONNECT 
Advertiser  Wéb Address 

Acterna www.acterna.com 
ADC Telecommunications www.adc.com 
Agitent Technologies  www.agilent.com 
American Power Conversion www.apc.com 
Antec Network Technologies   www.antec.com 
Antronix  www.antronixsales.com 
BarcoNet www.barconet.com 
BIGPIPe  www.bigpipe.com 
Broadband Services Inc  www.broadbandsvc.com 
Broadband Telecommunications www.dtopcheck.com 
Budco www.budcocable.com 
C-COR.net www.c-connet 
Cable AML www.cableaml.com 
Cable Innovations www.cableimuwations.com 
Carson Industries   www.carsonind.com 
Clarent www.clarent.com 
Commscope www.coromscope.com 
Comsonics www.camsonics.com 
Core Networks www.corer etworks.com 
Corning Cable Systems www.corningcablesystems.com 
DAWNco wwwdawnco.com 
DX Communications www.dxcomm.com 
Electroline www.electro,inequip.com 
Fiber Instrument Sales www.fisfiber.com 
Hitachi OMD www.hitachi.com 
Holland Electronics  www.hollandelactronics.com 
HUKK Engineering www.hukk.com 
International Cable www.internationalmetal.com 
Lemco www.lemco-tool.com 
Lindsay Electronics  www.lindsayelec.com 
Main Line Equipment  www.rnain-Iine-inc.com 
Mega Hertz www megahz.com 
Micromuse  www.miaromuse.com 
Motorola Broadband Communications Sector www.motorola.com/broadband 
Noise/Corn www.noisecom.com 
PCI Technologies www.pci.com 
Philips Broadband Networks  www.philips.com 
Pico Macom www piconet.com 
Quality RF Services  www.qrf.com 
R. L. Drake www rldrake.com 
Radyne Comstream www.radyneconstream.com 
Richardson Electronics  www.rell.com 
Riser Bond Instruments www.riserbond.com 
Rohde & Schwarz www.Rohde-Schwarz.com 
Sadelco www.sadelco.com 
SCTE www.scte.org 
Sigma Systems Group www.sigma-systems.com 
Signal Vision  not available 
Telecrafter Products www.telecrafterproducts.com 
Tempo Research www.tempocomm.com 
Terayon Communication Systems  www..erayon.com 
Trilithic  www.,rilithic.com 
Tulsat www.tulsat.com 
TVC www.tvcinc.com 
U.S. Electronics  www.uselec tronics.com 
W J Communications www.wj.com 
Wireless Bypass www.wireless-bypass.com 

Reprints(800) 382-0808, ext 145 List Sales[847) 619-9800 
Customer Service/Merchandise/Back Issues(847) 559-7314 

Editorial(301) 354-1789 Advertising(301) 354-1785 
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• 

Expanding your. network? NewCom cañ research afid. 
. • document Juture.growth areas, incorporating them in .o 

your planned or existing plant facility 
• • 

• NewCom's team has years of hands-on in OSP operations 
and engineering - you can put that experience to work 
for you - and benefit from NewCom's technology and 
process leadership in — 

• New build - rebuild - extension designs 

• Fiber optic network design 
• • 

• OSP survey/engineering 

• CADD functionality 

• GIS conversions 

IT'S A NEW DAY IN ENGINEERING 

• 800;626-6234 or newcomtech.com 
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k DV R I S R ACCESS 
Advertiser   Page # I Advertiser . . . Page # 
Acterna   45 , Main Line Equipment     13 
ADC Telecommunications   2-3 ' Mega Hertz   . . . . 24, 30, 38 
Agilent Technologies   33 Mega Hertz   . . . . 40, 62, 64 
American Power Conversion 35 Mega Hertz     70, 80 
Antec Network Technologies   50-51 Micromuse    5 
Antronix  54 Motorola Broadband Communications Sector .   29 
BarcoNet  53 Noise/Com    108 
BIGP1Pe 87 PCI Technologies    69 
Broadband Services Inc 46-47 Philips Broadband Networks    52 
Broadband Telecommunications   95 Pico Macom   81 
Budco  48 Pipeline   1  92 
C-COR.net  27 Quality RF Services   63 
Cable AML  22 R. L. Drake    65 
Cable Innovations   98 Radyne Comstream    49 
CableFax 95 Richardson Electronics    79 
Carson Industries   77 Riser Bond Instruments    15 
Century Wire 95 Rohde ór Schwarz     21 
Clarent  39 Sadelco    20 
Commscope 31 SCTE   89, 93 
Comsonics 68 Sigma Systems Group    71 
Core Networks   11 Signal Vision    84 
Corning Cable Systems  75 Telecrafter Products  8 18 
DAWNco 55 Tempo Research   76 
DX Communications  23 Terayon Communication Systems     7 
Electroline   107 Trilithic     25, 83 
Fiber Instrument Sales  10 Tulsat   .... 17, 61, 85 
Hitachi OMD 9 TVC  .... 86, 88, 90 
Holland Electronics 96 U.S. Electronics   59 
HUKK Engineering   19 W J Communications     41 
International Cable  78 Wireless Bypass   34 
Lemco 26 Women in Technology   91 
Lindsay Electronics  60 

Reprints(800) 211-6356, ext. 2 List Sales(847) 619-9800 Customer Service(847) 559-7314 
Merchandise/Back Issues(847) 559-7314 Editorial[301) 354-1789 Advertising(201) 354-1785 

www.cableinnovations.com 
800-952-5146 

From The HeadendliNo 
C);ble Innovations‘Sur-g Suppression.., 

CABLE I 411112. 
NNOVATIONS" 
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TESTING 
MIOFESSIORS 

• e 

• 

• • . 

• Forward 
Reverse Sweep 
• Node • ' 
îertificatio 
• ingress 
Suppression 

• 

• 

yo 

1g$Ç3' i3-78-SWEEP 
(1 -888 -787-9337) speetrumtech@msn.corn 

*re'. 

eChnical Services 

.CIJSTOMERS WRIT TilEEST 
Ib.SHOULD YOU 

Technical Services 
Call for excellent job opportunitie, Catmint ide. 

Spectrum Technical Sell ices is the leading 
authorized contractor in broadband testing. 

At Spectrum, only six,ciall trained 
technicians conduct the certification 
tesiing to ensure the sweep and balance of 
your system meet the quality standards 

you and pur subscribers 
demand. Mith our own 
fleet, a full-time staff of 

dedicated technicians and 
ears of sweep experience, 
Spectrum pros ides a 
specialized testing exper-

tise for a full range of 
technical services. 

If 

3. 
REVERSE 
SWEEP 

SPECIALISTS wi,,, 
3 0 0 0 
miles of Fell n 

Midwest Cable Services has been 

in the cable recovery business 

since 1983. Our services include 

the purchase and removal of 

wre:kout and reel end cable (all 

types). Dumpster and trailer spot-

ting for job convenience. End of 

job cleanups. We also purchase 

new and used or obsolete line 

gear.Get the most for your 

scrap, call 800-852-6276 or 

219-892-5537, fax: 219-892-5624 

Call 

We have 8 warehouses of excess new 
inventory, sealed in the original boxes. 
These are the same products you'd get 
from the manufacturer — except 

cheaper, in stock, and ready to ship 

SA Multimedia Taps 
We stock a complete line 
of taps and passives from 
600 MHz to 1 GHz. 

Gilbert & LC 
Connectors 

vo c have a large 
inventory of pin, splice and 

feed-thru connectors to fit 
.my size cable. 

SA 750 MHz System 
Amplifier Il 

We stock NI.:\1 amplifiers 

from 450 to 860 MHz 
at pricing usually 
less than the 
manufacturer 
direct. 

Pads & 
Equalizers 

We have an extensive 
inventory of all values 
of pads and equalizers 

from every manufacturer of 
distribution equipment. 

(43° 

The latest equipment. 
The best prices. In stock 

1E21 DIGICOMM INTERNATIONAL, INC. 

www.digicommintl.com 
T: 303-799-3444 • F: 303-799-9366 
01999 Digicomm International , ,'ivood, Colorado 

te 

OIL 

013101 CT99 
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BUY • SELL • TRADE • REPAIR • UPGRADE • BUY • SELL 

MAIN LINE 
EQUIPMENT INC. 
WE BUY, SELL, AND REFURBISH 

PRE-OWNED LINE GEAR, CONVERTERS, 
PASSIVES AND FIBEROPTIC EQUIPMENT 

WE STOCK NEW, ACTIVE ELECTRONICS AND PASSIVES 

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA, TEXSCAN (T-SERIES/PATS) 

GEN. INST./JEROLD, PHILIPS/MAGNAVOX 

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 13 

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR YOUR OBSOLETE INVENTORY! 
WE MANUFACTURE REPLACEMENT PADS, EQUALIZERS 

AND PLUG-IN'S 

PH: 800.444.2288/310.357.4450 
FAX: 888.4.MAINLINE/310.357.4465 

EMAIL: LKADISON@MAIN-LINE-INC.COM 
WEBSITE: WWW.MAIN-LINE-INC.COM 

BUY • SELL • TRADE • REPAIR • UPGRADE • BUY • SELL 

• 

e 

• 

• 

71s 

• 

E 
• 

e 
• 

Industry e_ 

Scev,ce KY MgVNTAIN 
SInce I.U(111CPER 1..:ABLES 
1966 RO. II« 9707 .14•1999. Mr 59104 

All Brands Connectors 
F - Male • F - Female • SNS 

CUSTOM MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES 

All Brands Cable: RG-59 • RG-6 

Any Length Cable • Any Connectors Combination • Colors Available 

High speed automated equipment & step inspection keeps Cost Low & Quality High 
All jumpers and kits are 100% workmanship guaranteed. 

Call us for the best price and highest quality. 

Phone: (800) 458-6563 Fax: (406) 458-6563 

Su lus Equipment - New & Remanufactured 
Converters 
Headend Gear 
Test Equipment 
Line Gear 
Fihe, ,ics 
Hardware 

SA • • UM 4994 
UNtb 
BROADBAND 
, ....... , c, .. , 

Tel (760) 631-2324 

Fax (760) 631-1184 werw.lonesbroadband.com 
(800)397-8897 lonesbld@lonesbroadband.com 

Converters in Stock: 
SA • GI 

Pioneer • Zenith 

SA • Jerrold • Ma naves • Zenith • Cl • C-Cor 

CIO • SA-8610X Converters 
• GI-2254 Converters 
• 750mhz C-Cor Amplifiers 

ee • New Taps & Passives lad 
• Cable and Pedestals 

CA • Alpha XM Series 60v Power Supplies 

ARENA 

SERVICES 

INC. 

Headend 

Line Equipment 

Converters 

Connectors 

Passives 

NEW-USED -REFURBCRED-SURPLUS 

We Service What We Sell %ace 19821 

(610) 279-8000 800-98-ARENA 

Fax (610) 279-5805 email, ar en ainc@enter.net 

www.arenaservi esinr.rom 

BOUGHT / SERVICED / SOLD 

LINEGEAR & AOCESSORIES 
NEW OR REMAN'JFACTURED 

D.A. TECHNPLOGIES 
I859-E BEAVER RIDGE 

NORCROSS, 
(800) 416 

fax (770) 416-0446 

REPAIRS AND 
EMAIL: 

sales@datechnologies.com 

CIRCLE 
GA 30071 
0346 

UPGRADES 

_ 

WE BUY & SELL 
SURPLUS NEW & USED 

Connectors Taps. 

Headend, Line Gear, Misc. 

TM BROKERS 
33 Bar Ranch • 767 Hultman Road 

Swan Valley, MT • 59826 

Tel. (406) 754-2469 • Fax: (406) 754-2548 

SEE INVENTORY ON HOME PAGE 

EMAIL: tmbrokers@montana.com 

HOME PAGE: www.tmbrokersmontana.com 

We Accept M/C or Visa 

Contact 
Jason Salazar 
to include 

your ad here. 
303. 839. 1585 

jsalazar@pbitnedia.com 

Gmmunications 
lèchnolog) r 
What the 

Leaders Read! 
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ComSer-Co., Inc. 
For All Your Cable Needs 

Communications supplies and service 
CATV Specialist 

We Buy & Sell CAT% Equipment 
Surplus, New, RMF &Used Line Gear, Taps, Connectors, Misc. 

Serving the Cable Industry Since 1984 

dba 
OMMunicatim 

ervices  
ompanv  

Ph. (800) 391-1412 
Ph. (719) 481-1350 
Fax. (719) 481-1352 

entail: info@ComSer-co.com • web: www.ComSer-co.com 

g@collci C3G, 

le 
KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 

1-800-338-9292 
HEADEND 

AERIAL 

UNDERGROUND 

CABLE/CONNECTORS 

DISTRIBUTION 

DROP 

SUBSCRIBER 

TOOLS & EQUIPMENT 

TEST 

Knowledge, Experience, Service 
Shock our specials on the web at: 

www.ccikes.com 
Or contact us at: kes@ccikes.com 

A s.fbsichary of Cable Constructors, Inc. 

II 
ame I 1 CAD 
glib DRAFTING 

«wa» Imp 4111101 SERVICES,INC. 

• Base Mapping 
• Strand Mapping 
• Digitizing Services 

Charles Wright 
(815) 698-2564 
Rt. 116 & 1-57. Central Plaza 
Ashkum, IL 60911 
cds@dlogue.net 

• As-Built Mapping 
• System Design 
• Pole Loading Analysis 

Specializing in high volume precision drafting. 
"Quality service for all your 

cable drafting and design needs." 
Call for literature. 

CABLE CONSTRUCTORS, INC. 
COMPLETE TURNKEY CONSTRUCTION 1-800-338-9299 

• Coaxial and Fiber 
• Mapping and Design 
• Member SCIE 
• Splicing and Activation 

• Fusion Splicing 
• Aerial, Underground & 
Fiber Construction 

• Material Supply 
• Emergency Fiber Restoration 
• System Sweep 
• Proof of Performance 
• Turnkey Headend 
• Complete Turnkey Project 
Management 

quality service performed on a timely basis 

E-MAIL cci@cableconstructors.com • http://www.cableconstructors.com 

Career Opportunities available. Call 800-338-9299 ext. 199 

A FIBERDYNE LABS, INC. 
SPLITTER COUPLER MODULES PRICING SCHEDULE 

Max. Insertion Loss 
(without Connectors) 

Coupler Exact Ultra 
Module Split 

1x2 3.2 3.3 
1x4 6.5 6.7 
1x8 9.8 10.1 
1x16 13.1 13.5 
1x32 16.4 16.9 

FIberdyne Labs, Inc. Manufactures a complete family of Fused Blconlc Taper SplItter/Couplers and 
Coupler/SplItter Modules. Select from 19 Rack Mount Models, Siecor-. ADC - and Lucent - plug compatible 
models including Stecor - Reduced Splice Tray models Select 1x2 to 1 x32 outputs with the wavelengths and 
insertion loss of your choice and with the optical splits you require 

ULTRA (DUAL WINDOW) & EXACT (SINGLE WINDOW) COUPLER 
BENEFITS 

• Made in the USA 
Fast Delivery 

• Custom Configurations 
Available 

• Best Industry 
Specifications 

• Factory Direct 
Savings 

*SC,SC/APC, FC, FC APC 
& ST Coupling/Connector Types 

Prices sublect to change without notice 
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 

IL 

IIMI MI MI OM , 1 AIM C., 

19 RACK MOUNT MODULE 

1X2 S242.00* 

1x3 5337.00" 
1x4 S432.00* 

1x5 S527.00* 

1x6 S622.00' 

1x7 S717.00* 

1x8 S812.00* 

1x2 

S197 00* 

1x4 

S387 00* 

 6 

1x3 

S292 00* 

S482 .00* 
1x5 

Made In the USA 
by Flberdyne Labs, Inc. 
Extremely High Quality 

FIBER OPTIC PRODUCTS DIRECT 
Reduce Cantilever Stress 
Attenuator Magazine 
6 Pack - Check it out online! 

Build Out Style 
Attenuators! 

Factory Direct : Jumpers, Pigtails. Plug and Play Termination Boxes. Couplers Splitters and 
Modules. Attenuators. Terminators. WDM's and Modules. CATV Entrance Cables and more 

A FIBERDYNE LABS, INC. 
127 BUSINESS PARK DRIVE. FRANKFORT. NY 13340 

PHONE 800-894-9694 FAX 315-895-8436 

www.fiberdyne.com 
SITE 
MAP 

Siecor' is a registered trademark or Siecor Corporation 

ADC is a registered trademark ot ADC Telecommunications. Inc 

Lucent ' is a registered trademark at Lucent Technologies 

08101 ET101 



PTL TEST EQUIPMENT, INC. 

BUY - SELL - LEASE - TRADE 
FOR SALE: 

(5) Matrix ASX-16 / SX-16 Multi-signal Generators 
(NTSC, PAL-BG, PAL-I, PAL-DK Video Formats) 

Call or email for pricing! 
Phone: (561) 747-3647 Fax: (561) 575-4635 

EMAIL: PTLTE@bellsouth.net 
http://www.PTLTEST.com 

RF - MICROWAVE- VIDEO - FIBEROPTIC 

PCE 
Pro Cable Equipment, Inc. 

WE BUY AND SELL EXCESS CABLE 

10778 SW 190 Street 
Miami, FL 33157 

Tel: 305-259-6911 • Fax: 305-259-6912 
Cell: 561-704-1631 • Toll Free: 888-672-7251 

E-mail: jpence@pce-ego.com 

ADAMS BAL 
COMMUNiCAMNS1 
We buy and sell excess cable equipment! 

We provide quality service! 

(800) 451-1762 • (913) 402-4499 • (913) 402-4499 fax 

www.adamsglobal.com 
email madams@adamsqlobal.corn 

RCH CABLE 
, I-1 S 

301 Route 130 South /Cinnaminson, NJ 08077 
Fax: 856-786-0121 / rchcable@home.com 

DIRECT SALES 

SYSTEA r AUDITS 

DIGITAL/TELEPHONE 
UPGRAJ)E CAMPAIGNS 

FIELD COLLECTIONS 

RETENTION CAMPAIGNS 

Serving the industry 
since 1977 

800-787-0885 

Contact Jason Salazar to include your ad here. 
303.1339.1565 • jsalazar@pbimedia.com 

YOUR Iti BROADBAND 
EQUIPMENT ÇUPPIIIrR 

• Headend - Cable 

, -,-• 

• Distribution 

• Test Equipment • Passive!, 

• Refurbished products have been tested for lUALITY and are backed with a YEAR WARRANTY et 

' p. • Top-notch >IUMEH StitVit promises MPETITIVE PRICING, PROMPT DELIVERY ', r 9 
and Ale INVENTORY - 

• Send your lUIPMENT REQUEF to: intl@internationalmetal.com 

INTERNATIONAL CABLE 
1-• (781) 297-3000 (781) 297-3010 www.internationalmetalcom - 1 

• 

NT 

t.. 
• SINCE 1904 

E TA L. 

#1 IN TURNKEY WRECK OUTS 
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C. ATV SUppla 
Buying and Selling Its 

New and used CATV Equip. 
Member SCTE & ACA 

1348 River Side Dr. 

Clyde, NC 28721 

(828) 627-2031 

Fax (828) 627-2195 

email: westIcatv@aol.com 

Kelley West, President 

481 Smith Road 
Columbus, OH 43228 

(614) 878-6154 
Fax: (614) 878-5690 

email: dball@west I catv.com 
Dean Ball, Director 
of Purchasing/Sales 

www.west I catv.com 

5.• 

"We've got connections" 

A ne= Company 

1-800 Jumpars (586-7377) 
CUSTOM MADE COBLE ASSEMBLIES INCLUDING: 

Gilbert 
PVC 
TEB 

Off Shore 
Digicon 

F to F 
N to N 
BNC 
RCN 
F-81 

RO-11 
RU-56 Comm/Scope 
RU-59 Belden 

Times 
RG-213 

Cluabbin 
RG-214 

Fax: (623) 582-2915 Phone: (623) 581-0331 
21615 N. 27th Avenue - Phoenix, fl2 85027 US8 

Contact Jason Salazar to include 
sa azar ol 

our ad here. 
im — • •111. o 

Emergency Alert 
Systems By 

MEA/ONiCS 
TO MEET THE FCC MANDATE or 
For local franchise requirements 
Complete Audio and Video or 
Audio only systems available 
Compatible with all headends 

RF & IF 

Solutions starting under S5,000 

IdE/1/ ON1CS 
The Pioneers in Emergency Alert Systems 

(701) 786-3904 
Fax: (701) 786-4294 

Communications 
'fèchnology 

What 
the 

Leaders 
Read! 

o 

COMMUNICATIONS GROUP 

6851 5. Holly Circle 

Suite 170 

Englewood, CO 80112 
(303) 741-1172 

Fax (303) 741-1173 

RF Communications Group has just changed our name from Maspro USA The motivator 

behind our name change is our growing product line. We at RF are constantly developing 
products to support our industry's rapidly evolving requirements. Our present product line 

includes our Multimedia Broadband Taps, Model X Telephony Taps Addressable Taps, the 
'Drop Protector' fault protection device, and our very successful Maspro Drop Amplifier Series 

We will continue to be a market driven company We will also remain Maspro Japan's sole 
representatives to the North American market. 

Our mission is to binki best of class products at a competitive price 

We would wekome the opportunity to complete for your business 

Please call 800-365 1059 with any inquiries, or visit our web site at wyew rfcornmgroup.com 

0801 103 



From the Optical Node Specialists 

OptoNode II 
• High level single output node 
• +50 dBmV out 
• 3mw DFB return laser 

RSM II 
• Return Spectrum Multiplier 
• Four return bands on one laser 
• 3mw DFB return laser 

VISIT D UR W ES SITE AT 
WWW.DLSONTECH.COM 

FOR COMPLETE DETAILS 

Microliode II 
• High level f ur output node 
• +50 dBmV ut 
• Return multiplier option 

Phone: 1-800-545-1022 
Fax: 209-586-1026 

E-Mail: sales@olsontech.com 

Everything Broadband 
CALL TO RECIEVE YOUR FREE MONTHLY INTERACTIVE 

CAN 
SLIWICES 

CD CONTAINING UPDATED MATERIAL LISTINGS 

miff ganniiie 

1-800-227-1200 
305-474-0409 / 305-474-0947 fax 

CATVServices. corn 
104 0801 



ATTENTION EQUIPMENT VENDORS AND MANUFACTURERS: 

FIND YOUR PERFECT CANDIDATE HERE 

Performance Built Our Company 
Specializing In Rebuilds and 

Fiber Optic Installation. 
Splicing & Sweep 

Cable Construction, Inc. 

PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE! 
NATIONWIDE 

• Line Foremen • Subcontractors 
• Construction Supervisors 

Harold Bigham 
800-441-0780, Fax 850-932-1755 Gulf Breeze, FL 32562 

P.O Box 903 

peter 

Froehlich & Co. 
executive search 

SCTE Sustaining 
Member 

P.O. Box 339 Weatherford, TX 76096 
(800) 742-4947 FAX (817) 594-1337 

email: pfsearchellash.net 
web htlp://home.flash.neti-pfsearch 

All levels of 
Technical Positions - 
Corporate to Hourly. 

Operators and 
Manufacturers 

Call or Write. Fees Paid. 

Since 1975 Leader in the Placement of Cable TV Professionals 

JOBS GALORE!! 
Technical • Sales & Marketing • General Management 

iffHolland creek • 1424 Clear I ake Rd. • Weatherford, TX 76086 
Call 817-599-7623 • 1:‘ X 817-599-4483 • F.-Nlailjiyoung(astaffing.net 

JIM YOUNG II ASSOCIATES 

Wanted! 

Experienced long term help for 
Southeast rebuilds/upgrades 

Aerial Crews 
Fiber Optic Crews 
Underground Crews 

Splicers 
Installers 

Field Engineers 

CABLE MAN, INC. 
Call (228) 374-5832 
Fax: (228) 374-2198 

Contact Jason Salazar 
to include your ad here., 

303.839.156 

jsalazar@phimedia.c 

THE COMPASS GROUP 
Tim " 

More Challenge? Increased Compensation? 

Location Change? Promoted Responsihities? 

Opportunities for 
Maintenance Techs 
Technical Managers 

Service Techs 
Chief Techs 

Contact: Kathy Daniel 

www. thecompassgrp.com 

3514 STAGE(0 ‘i II IR %II • %% %MI Ri UCD, ri 76087 

Piioni 18010793-0200 • I :(817)594-5734 
o mail: recrtutl Ctan-mall.net 

CABLE SEARCilli 
ASSOCIATES 
Professional Search & Placement 

Engineerin:_ 
Management 
Technicians 
Sales 
Marketing 
Construction 

FEES 

Call or Write: 
Wick Kirby 
P.O. Box 2347 
Naperville, IL 60567 

630•369-2à2q 
630-369-0126 fai 
wickkirby©aol.com 
PAID 

08 01 1 05 



ALANBABCOCK 
NOUSTRYINSIDER 

Broadband Knowledge 
Summit Unifies Training 

Have you ever wondered what goes 
on in your company's other training 
departments? If you've ever thought, 
"What are those people thinking?" 
you know what I mean. If you really 
want to know, check out the Broad-
band Knowledge Summit. 
The Broadband Knowledge Summit, 

a Society of Cable Telecommunica-

"An organization's 
training goals are best 
achieved when all its 
training factions are 
aligned." 

dons Engineers (Sat) conference 
produced in cooperation with NCI'', 
is the first event of its type in our in-
dustry. It brings together broadband 
telecommunications experts from 
human resources, safety and training 
departments. The training area alone 
covers technical training, customer 
care and more. 
A primary goal of the summit is 

to bring individuals of diverse back-
grounds and challenges together to 
help participants realize how train-
ing is integral to the success of their 
organizations. By understanding the 
challenges and opportunities in the 
varied disciplines, we hope to shape 
a more unified approach to training. 
Through 20 years of experience 

with training in this industry, I 
have learned a few things that re-
main constant. For example, all the 
companies and people I have 

worked with have supported train-
ing. The goal always has been to 
develop better employees. The re-
sources to achieve this goal varied 
significantly, but everyone believed 
in the value of training. 

Another constant is that views dif-
fer about how to accomplish the goal. 
HR wants to pursue training from 

one angle, cus-
tomer care train-
ers have a slightly 
different view, the 
technical trainers 
see the challenge 
through the eyes 
of the field tech-
nician, and the 

safety professionals want to make 
sure all employees are following and 
meeting the latest regulations. 

Unfortunately, these differing 
views may make the converged 
training goals of the organization 
much more difficult to realize. 
An organization's training goals 

are best achieved when all the train-
ing factions are aligned. The organi-
zation then reaps a tremendous 
return on the training investment. 
Employee performance increases, 
morale improves, bad politics disap-
pear and the overall effectiveness of 
the organization positively impacts 
the bottom line. 
When HR, for example, under-

stands the difficulty that technical 
trainers face—trying to remain 
knowledgeable about rapidly chang-
ing technology—perhaps skills 
training for trainers themselves 

won't be scheduled to 
an SCTE meeting or c 
When your technical 
stand the challenges o 
tomer problems over t 
perhaps they will find 
port the technical trai 
tomer care profession 
learns from the other 
The conference is d 

provide ample time fo 
from different training 
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lenges faced in other 
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lenges. Breakout sessi 
targeted at specific iss 
to each discipline. 

Finally, each attende 
an action plan for imp 
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tion. The plan will incl 
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nical, customer care an 
plines in the company 
to positively affect the 
training investment. 
Come to the Broadba 

edge Summit, to be hel 
on August 6-8. It will 
dense 20 years of expe 
just a few days. CT 

For more information, co 
Babcock, NCTI vice presi 
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alan@ncti.com; or Debbie 
SCTE director of training 
542-5040 or dmanoff@sc 
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Money Talks! 
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The Original Addressable System 

CONTACT MONEY TALKS: 

TOLL FREE • NORTH AMERICA (800) 461-3344 
GENERAL INQUIRIES info@electrolinequip.com 

ELECTROLINE EQUIPMENT INC. 

8265 St-Michel Blvd 
Montréal, Québec Canada H1Z 3E4 

E. L. E C: T R () L I 1\1 E 

www.electrolinequip.com 

Electroline's Addressable Tap System means 
MONEY IN THE BANK! 
• Money from dramatic reductions in truck rolls, 
overdue accounts, non-pay disconnects and 
cable piracy 
• Money from increased market penetration 
and customer satisfaction 

THE PROOF 
Over four million ports shipped worldwide and 
thousands of satisfied customers since 19E3 
• By far, the only field-proven and most 
widely used addressable tap on earth 

Make the Electroline Addressable Tap System 

work for you. 



We Have Our 
Eye On Broadband 
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Noise Corn has focused in on broadband noise 
test solutions. Our broadband capabilities include: 

• Noise Power Ratio Test Sets, 

• Noise Generators, 

• Noise Sources for C/N, Eb/No, 

• Noise Sources for Noise Figure Measurement 
and much more. 

Noise Corn will help you see your way through 
broadband testing! 

Contact us today for more information. 

Noise Corn 
Email: info@noisecom.com 
Web: www.noisecom.com 
Phone: (201) 261-8797 
E. 64 Midland Avenue 
Parenus, NJ 07652 

NOISE/Cori 
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